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– we find no economically significant spousal labor supply responses, suggesting adequate insurance
coverage for morbidity (vs. mortality) shocks. In the theoretical part of the paper, we develop a method
for welfare analysis of social insurance using only spousal labor supply responses. In particular, we
show that the labor supply responses of spouses fully identify the welfare gains from insuring households
against health and mortality shocks. Our findings imply large welfare gains from transfers to survivors
and identify efficient ways for targeting government transfers.
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1 Introdution

Does the labor supply of household members insure against adverse shoks? The answer to this

question is important for our understanding of household behavior and is entral to the design of

soial insurane poliies.

This paper studies how households respond to severe health shoks and insure against these

shoks through spousal labor supply. In the empirial part of the paper, we provide new evidene

on how individuals' labor supply responds to spousal health and mortality shoks. In the theoretial

part of the paper, we develop a method for welfare analysis of soial insurane that uses only spousal

labor supply responses. We show that under plausible onditions the labor supply responses of

spouses fully identify the welfare gains of insuring households against adverse shoks, and map our

empirial �ndings on spousal labor supply responses to the welfare impliations of providing more

generous soial insurane.

Spousal labor supply is a potential soure of self-insurane when households experiene sizable

inome shoks that are otherwise only partially insured. Therefore, in order to study spousal labor

supply behavior as an insurane mehanism, our empirial analysis fouses on an extreme shok that

leads to signi�ant and permanent inome losses � the death of a spouse. To reover the ausal e�et

of this shok we o�er a quasi-experimental design that onstruts non-parametri ounterfatuals

to a�eted households by using households that experiene the same shok a few years in the

future, and ombines event studies for these two experimental groups. The identi�ation strategy

we develop relies on the assumption that the exat timing of the shok is as good as random, and

is therefore appliable to the analysis of a wide range of other ommon eonomi shoks.

Analyzing administrative data on health and labor market outomes from the years 1980-2011,

we study over 500,000 Danish households of married and ohabiting ouples in whih a spouse has

died. We �nd a large inrease in the surviving spouses' labor supply immediately after their spouses

die, whih amounts to an average inrease of 7.6% in labor fore partiipation and 6.8% in annual

labor inome by the fourth year after the shok.

These e�ets are driven by households that experiene signi�ant inome shoks due to the loss

of a spouse, and therefore have greater need for self-insurane through labor supply. In partiular,

we show that the average inrease in labor supply is entirely attributable to survivors whose deeased

spouses had earned a large share of the household's inome, who have less disposable inome at

the time of the shok, and who are less formally insured by government transfers. We also �nd
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that high-earning survivors, who experiene smaller relative inome losses and fae better �nanial

onditions, derease their labor supply as their high inome is no longer neessary to support two

people. Notably, widowers � who tend to be �nanially stable when losing their wives � derease

their labor supply, while widows � who tend to experiene onsiderably larger inome losses when

losing their husbands � signi�antly inrease their labor supply. By the fourth year after their

husbands die, widows inrease their partiipation by 11.3%, whih translates into a 10.1% inrease

in their annual earnings.

We additionally analyze alternative hypotheses other than self-insurane for the mehanisms that

may underlie the average inrease in survivors' labor supply. Spei�ally, using di�erent strategies

we �nd that the evidene is inonsistent with the onjeture that this response is driven by lower

ost of labor (or higher willingness to work) following the death of a spouse, e.g., due to loneliness

and the desirability of soial integration.

In ontrast to spousal mortality shoks, we omplement the analysis by showing that for shoks

that are well-insured in our setting (through soial and private insurane) and require no additional

informal insurane, there are no eonomially signi�ant labor supply responses of the una�eted

spouse. Studying over 70,000 households in whih a spouse experienes a heart attak or a stroke,

we �nd that the earnings of the a�eted individuals drop by 19% after the shok, while the house-

hold's post-transfer inome delines by only 3.3%. Consistent with this lak of an inome drop,

there are no signi�ant hanges in the una�eted spouses' partiipation with an eonomially small

deline in labor earnings (of about 1%). The ombination of our quasi-experimental design and rih

administrative data allows us to preisely estimate this small response, whih has proven di�ult

in previous studies (e.g., Coile 2004 and Meyer and Mok 2013).

In the theoretial part of the paper, we map these estimates of spousal labor supply responses to

preditions about the welfare gains from providing more generous soial insurane. Using a model

of e�ient household behavior, we show that spousal labor supply responses an fully identify the

bene�ts of soial insurane and develop a new method for welfare analysis that depends only on

the spouse's labor supply behavior. This result relies on the observation that within eah state of

nature the spouse's labor fore partiipation deision reveals the household's valuation of additional

onsumption (in the form of labor earnings). Hene, the sensitivity of spousal labor supply to shoks

and eonomi inentives reveals the household's preferene for onsumption aross di�erent states

of nature, whih aptures the bene�ts from insurane. We also onsider the welfare impliations of

potential state dependene of the una�eted spouse's willingness to work.
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Applying our welfare method to mortality shoks in our setting, we �nd substantial gains from

bene�t inreases for elderly widows. Under a benhmark alibration of our model, an additional

dollar to widows over 67 is equivalent to an additional $1.55 to other elderly households, reating

a net bene�t of $0.55 per $1. However, for younger widows who are more attahed to the labor

fore, we �nd very small gains from additional bene�ts through the soial insurane system (with

a net bene�t of only $0.04 per $1), suggesting that for them the urrent level of transfers are near

optimal. A key impliation of our �ndings within our oneptual framework, driven in part by the

di�erential attahment to the labor fore over the life-yle, is that age-dependene is a feature of

the optimal soial insurane poliy for spousal mortality shoks.

This paper relates to several strands of the literature. First, numerous empirial studies have

analyzed spousal labor supply and its responses to shoks in order to unover the extent to whih

it is used as insurane. However, while spousal labor supply is ommonly modeled as an important

self-insurane mehanism against adverse shoks to the household (e.g., Ashenfelter 1980, Hekman

and Maurdy 1980, and Lundberg 1985), this prior empirial work has been unable to �nd evidene

of signi�ant inreases in spousal labor supply in response to shoks (e.g., Hekman and Maurdy

1980, 1982, Lundberg 1985, Maloney 1987, 1991, Gruber and Cullen 1996, Spletzer 1997, Coile 2004,

and Meyer and Mok 2013). The leading explanation for this lak of evidene has been that within

the ontext of temporary unemployment, on whih the empirial literature has foused, inome

losses are small relative to the household's lifetime inome and are already su�iently insured

through formal soial insurane (Hekman and Maurdy 1980; Cullen and Gruber 2000). In order

to unover the self-insurane role of spousal labor supply within unemployment shoks, Cullen and

Gruber (2000) study whether it is rowded out by unemployment insurane bene�ts and �nd a

large rowd-out e�et. We take an alternative empirial approah and diretly study the e�ets of

severe health shoks with di�erent degrees of inome loss � mortality shoks, whih impose large

and permanent inome losses, and morbidity shoks, whih are well-insured.

Seond, prior work on estimating welfare gains from insurane has foused on studying its

�onsumption-smoothing� e�ets.

1

While it aims at diretly identifying the bene�ts from insurane,

this onsumption-based method has two limitations. First, it is very sensitive to the value of risk

1

This work inludes redued-form studies in the ontext of health shoks and the death of a spouse (e.g., Auerbah and

Kotliko� 1991, Stephens 2001, Bernheim, Carman, Gokhale, and Kotliko� 2003, Meyer and Mok 2013, and Ball and Low

2014) and studies that rely on strutural eonomi modeling in the ontext of disability insurane and Soial Seurity (e.g.,

�mrohoro§lu, �mrohoro§lu, and Joines 1995, 2003, Huang, �mrohoro§lu, and Sargent 1997, Kotliko�, Smetters, and Walliser

1999, Bound, Cullen, Nihols, and Shmidt 2004, Benitez-Silva, Buhinsky, and Rust 2006, Nishiyama and Smetters 2007,

Chandra and Samwik 2009, Bound, Stinebrikner, and Waidmann 2010, and Low and Pistaferri 2012).
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aversion, for whih the literature has a wide range of estimates (Chetty and Finkelstein 2013).

Seond, the hoie of the studied onsumption measure � most ommonly food onsumption � is

usually driven by data availability rather than theoretial underpinnings. As emphasized by Aguiar

and Hurst (2005), fousing on one aspet of expenditure an lead to very misleading onlusions

about atual onsumption in the presene of home prodution.

2

The labor market approah to welfare analysis that we develop addresses these problems by

relying solely on diretly-observed hanges in partiipation rates and labor supply elastiities and

by utilizing labor market data that exatly math the theoretial behaviors of interest (partiipation

rates and earned inome). In addition, the wide availability of large-sale aurate data from the

labor market renders our approah desirable for empirial appliations.

Our method also relates to and builds on reent work on labor market methods for welfare

analysis in the ontext of unemployment. Chetty (2008) reovers gains from soial insurane using

liquidity and substitution e�ets in the searh e�ort of the unemployed, and Shimer and Werning

(2007) use omparative statis of reservation wages with respet to government bene�ts.

3

In the

shoks that we onsider, these methods annot be applied beause the diretly a�eted individ-

ual may be unresponsive to eonomi inentives (or even deeased) and hene annot reveal the

household's preferenes through labor market behavior. Exploiting the interplay between the labor

supply deisions of household members, our method uses only the responses of the indiretly a�eted

spouse. As suh, our method o�ers a labor market approah that is also appliable to any eonomi

shok in whih the individual who is diretly impated may be unresponsive to eonomi inentives

or at a orner solution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 sets the oneptual framework

for the empirial analysis and theoretially illustrates the self-insurane role of spousal labor supply

using a model of household labor fore partiipation. Prior to our empirial analysis, Setion 3

desribes the private and soial institutional environment in Denmark and the data soures that

we use to estimate individuals' labor supply responses to spousal health and mortality shoks. In

Setion 4 we speify the empirial researh design that we develop for reovering the ausal e�et

2

Even omprehensive and aurate data on overall expenditure aross health states, whih are rarely available, would have

to be aompanied by time-use data (on home prodution) and would require strong assumptions on their translation into

individual onsumption. Among other things, this proedure should take into aount onsumption �ows of durable goods as

well as eonomies of sale in the household's onsumption tehnology (see, e.g., Browning, Chiappori, and Lewbel 2013).

3

Following Chetty (2008), who uses variations in severane payments, other reent papers estimate the magnitude of the

liquidity e�ets of soial insurane programs � LaLumia (2013) uses variations in the timing of EITC refunds and Landais

(forthoming) uses kinks in the shedule of unemployment insurane bene�ts.
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of adverse shoks. Setion 5 presents our estimates for spousal labor supply responses as a self-

insurane mehanism. In Setion 6 we develop our method for welfare analysis of soial insurane,

and we study the welfare impliations of our empirial �ndings in Setion 7. Setion 8 onludes.

2 Coneptual Framework: A Model of Household Labor Fore Par-

tiipation

We begin with a baseline stati model of extensive labor supply deisions.

4

The purpose of

this setion is to motivate our empirial analysis by formalizing how spousal labor supply an be

used as insurane against inome shoks to the household. Intuitively, when individuals experiene

severe health shoks that ause them to derease their labor supply and earn less inome, their

spouses an ompensate for this inome loss by inreasing their own labor supply. Moreover, the

relative inrease in spousal labor fore partiipation in response to shoks inreases with the inome

loss, whih an reveal the extent to whih the household needs to self-insure. This makes spousal

responses an important piee of the design of soial insurane as we show in the welfare analysis of

Setion 6. In Setion 6.3 we disuss important extensions to the simple framework that we present

here. Most importantly, we analyze a fully-dynami life-yle model that allows for endogenous

savings (as well as private and informal insurane arrangements), whih an easily inorporate a

general lass of arbitrary hoie variables, suh as time investment in home prodution.

5

2.1 Baseline Model

Setup. Households onsist of two individuals, w and h. We onsider a world with two states of

nature: a �good� state (state g) in whih h is in good health and works, and a �bad� state (state b)

in whih h experienes a shok and drops out of the labor fore. Households spend a share of µg

of their adult life in state g and a share of µb
in state b (with µg + µb = 1). In what follows, the

subsript i ∈ {w, h} refers to the spouse and the supersript s ∈ {g, b} refers to the state of nature.

Individual Preferenes. Let Ui(c
s
i , l

s
i ) represent i's utility as a funtion of onsumption, csi , and

labor fore partiipation, lsi , in state s (suh that lsi = 1 if i works and lsi = 0 otherwise). We

assume for now that Ui(c
s
i , l

s
i ) = ui(c

s
i )−vi× lsi , where the utility from onsumption, ui(c

s
i ), satis�es

4

We fous on the partiipation margin rather than work intensity sine it turns out to be the operative margin of response

in our main empirial analysis. We analyze an intensive-margin model in Appendix B.

5

The simple model of this setion is most losely related to the olletive setting analyzed in Blundell, Chiappori, Magna,

and Meghir (2007), in whih one spouse is on the partiipation margin while the other is on the intensive margin, as well as to

Immervoll, Kleven, Kreiner, and Verdelin (2011) who study optimal tax-and-transfer programs for ouples with extensive-margin

labor supply responses.
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u′i(c
s
i ) > 0 and u′′i (c

s
i ) < 0, and vi is i's disutility from labor. The ouple's disutilities from labor

(vw, vh) are drawn from a ontinuous distribution de�ned over [0,∞)×[0,∞). We denote the marginal

probability density funtion of vw by f(vw) and its umulative distribution funtion by F (vw).

Household Preferenes. We follow the olletive approah to household behavior (Chiappori

1988, 1992; Apps and Rees 1988) and assume that household deisions are Pareto e�ient. There-

fore, with equal Pareto weights for both spouses, household deisions an be haraterized as solu-

tions to the maximization of Uw(c
s
w, l

s
w) + Uh(c

s
h, l

s
h).

6

It is important to emphasize here that the

entire positive and normative analyses that follow do not rely on this partiular modeling hoie.

Any model with e�ient household behavior (an assumption that we disuss in Setion 6.1), suh

as the widely used unitary model, would provide the same omparative statis that we explore in

the empirial part of the paper and the theoretial welfare results that we provide thereafter.

Household's Problem. The household's hoies redue to the alloation of onsumption to eah

spouse i in state s, csi , as well as w's labor fore partiipation in eah state, lsw. Note that there

are no savings deisions involved in the baseline stati model (we introdue endogenous savings in

the dynami extension to the model). Eah hoie of w's employment determines the household's

overall inome in state s, ys(lsw), suh that ys(lsw) = A + z̄sh × lsh + z̄sw × lsw + Bs(lsw), where A is

the household's wealth and z̄si is i's net-of-tax labor inome in state s. Bs(lsw) represents transfers

from the government in state s, whih we allow to depend on w's partiipation, so that transfers

an be state-dependent as well as earning-tested at the household level. More generally, the model

allows for any type of state-ontingent inome and assets. These inlude life insurane and any other

soure of private insurane, employer-provided insurane, transfers from relatives, soial insurane,

medial expenses, et.

7

At eah of w's potential employment statuses, onsumption is e�iently alloated aross spouses,

suh that the onsumption bundles csw(l
s
w) and csh(l

s
w) are the solutions to

V (ys(lsw)) ≡ max
csw,cs

h

uw(c
s
w) + uh(c

s
h)

s.t. csw + csh = ys(lsw),

(1)

6

More generally, household deisions an be haraterized as solutions to the maximization of βwUw(csw, lsw)+βhUh(c
s
h
, ls

h
),

where βw and βh are the Pareto weights on w and h, respetively. However, setting βw = βh = 1 is without loss of generality

as long as the spouses' relative bargaining power is stable aross states of nature. Similar to Chiappori (1992), baseline weights

do not a�et our welfare results.

7

It is also straightforward to inlude eonomies of sale in the household's resoure onstraint (using a general transformation

of inome into individual onsumption bundles as in Browning, Chiappori, and Lewbel 2013) as well as di�erential tax rules for

joint �ling.
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where V (ys(lsw)) is the household's �onsumption utility� for any level of household inome. We

de�ne ys−w as the household's resoures exluding those diretly attributed to w's labor supply

deision � i.e., ys−w ≡ A+ z̄sh × lsh.

The una�eted spouse, w, works in state s if and only if

vw < v̄sw ≡ V (ys(1)) − V (ys(0)). (2)

That is, the una�eted spouse works if the household's valuation of the additional onsumption

of his or her labor inome ompensates for his or her utility loss from working.

8

This simple

deision rule reveals the household's preferenes for additional onsumption and allows us to map

onsumption utility to spousal labor fore partiipation. It is the key soure for identifying the gains

from insurane based on the una�eted spouse's labor supply (as we show below in Setion 6).

9

Spousal Labor Supply as Insurane. At this point it is easy to see the self-insurane role of spousal

labor supply responses to shoks, whih is our main outome of interest. Denote w's probability

of partiipation (or the partiipation rate of una�eted spouses in the population) in state s by

esw ≡ F (v̄sw), and the inome loss from the shok by d ≡ yg−w − yb−w. In eah state the una�eted

spouse's probability of partiipation dereases in his or her unearned inome:

∂esw

∂ys−w

= −f(v̄sw)[u
′
w(c

s
w(0)) − u′w(c

s
w(1))] < 0. (3)

This implies that ebw > egw whenever d > 0 and there is no full insurane. That is, inome shoks

lead to self-insurane through the una�eted spouse's labor fore partiipation. Furthermore, the

una�eted spouse's labor supply response to the shok in terms of relative hanges � whih we show

to be welfare-relevant � inreases in the inome loss d:

∂(ebw/e
g
w)

∂d
=

f(v̄bw)

F (v̄gw)
[u′w(c

b
w(0)) − u′w(c

b
w(1))] > 0. (4)

8

The omplete formal desription of the household's problem in eah state is

max
lsw∈{0,1},csw(lsw),cs

h
(lsw)

lsw(Uw(csw(1), 1) + Uh(c
s
h
(1), ls

h
)) + (1 − lsw)(Uw(csw(0), 0) + Uh(c

s
h
(0), ls

h
))

s.t. csw(lsw) + cs
h
(lsw) = ys(lsw)

ys(lsw) ≡ A+ z̄s
h
× ls

h
+ z̄sw × lsw +B(lsw).

9

There is another natural approah to modeling the household's deision-making proess. One an assert that eah individual

works if his or her own utility from working is higher than his or her own utility from not working, and then � onditional

on the partiipation deisions � the ouple engages in e�ient bargaining that alloates resoures aording to their respetive

bargaining power (whih in our ase implies maximizing uw(csw) + uh(c
s
h
)). The qualitative theoretial results of our analysis

(both positive and normative) remain unhanged in this alternative model.
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These omparative statis are no more than simple inome e�ets at the household level and are a

diret impliation of the onavity of ui(c
s
i ), whih translates into the onavity of V (ys(lsw)).

2.2 State-Dependent Preferenes

Besides inome losses, there are other important ways in whih households an be diretly

a�eted by the shoks that we analyze. In partiular, individual preferenes an hange in several

dimensions, whih an lead to spousal labor supply responses even in the presene of full insurane.

In this setion, we onsider di�erent potential types of suh state dependene in preferenes.

Let U s
i (c

s
i , l

s
i ) represent i's utility in state s as a funtion of onsumption, csi , and labor fore par-

tiipation, lsi , in state s and assume that U s
i (c

s
i , l

s
i ) = usi (c

s
i , l

s
i )−vsi ×lsi . This formulation generalizes

preferenes as follows. First, it allows for a ompletely �exible dependene of onsumption utility

on the state of nature. Note in partiular that this allows us to study the death of h within our

framework by setting ubh(c
b
h, l

b
h) = 0. That is, the �bad� state an apture either the state of nature in

whih h is sik or the state in whih h is deeased. Seond, it allows for �exible onsumption-leisure

omplementarities by allowing the onsumption utility to depend freely on partiipation.

10

Third, we allow labor disutility, vsi , to hange aross states of nature. For the a�eted spouse

h, this aptures the diret e�et of health on the ability to work when state b is h's sikness.

For the una�eted spouse w, this generalization aptures the potential state dependene of labor

disutility. For example, when the bad state is h's sikness, vbw might be greater than the baseline

labor disutility vgw if w plaes greater value on time spent at home � e.g., to take are of his or her

sik spouse. When the bad state is h's death, working may beome less desirable if the surviving

spouse experienes depression and has di�ulties working, or onversely, working may beome more

desirable if the surviving spouse feels lonely and wishes to seek soial integration. For simpliity,

we model this type of state dependene as vgw = vw and vbw = θb × vgw, suh that θb aptures the

mean perent hange in the utility ost of labor ompared to the baseline state g.11

With these generalized preferenes, the omparative statis in equations (3) and (4) still hold.

However, potential hanges in the una�eted spouse's labor disutility (or willingness to work) an

diretly lead to spousal labor supply responses (and a�et our normative results). Even with

10

One may also want to allow individual i's onsumption utility, us
i (c

s
i , l

s
i ), to depend on the spouse's onsumption and

partiipation, whih will not hange our welfare results. We abstrat from these potential dependenies for keeping notation

simpler.

11

In Appendix A we show that this is a simpli�ation and that it is not neessary to de�ne suh a global parameter for

our theoretial results. We illustrate how it an be loally and non-parametrially de�ned in the more general dynami searh

model. In addition, in Appendix E we o�er an example for allowing heterogeneity in θb.
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omplete insurane (d = 0), a derease in spouse w's labor disutility in the transition from state

g to state b (i.e., θb < 1) will ause an inrease in spousal labor fore partiipation (suh that

ebw > egw).
12

The remainder of the paper proeeds with the empirial analysis of the impat of health and

mortality shoks. Our main outome of interest is spousal labor supply responses to these shoks,

whih we show to have important normative impliations for the design of soial insurane within

our oneptual framework. In order to provide empirial support for the insurane role of spousal

labor supply we analyze the heterogeneity of these responses by the degree of inome loss imposed

by the shoks that we study, as emerged from the omparative statis of our model. To analyze

other potential mehanisms that may underlie the average responses we also develop and empirially

apply tests to assess the extent to whih spousal labor disutility hanges in response to shoks. We

then return to the model of household labor supply to develop our method of welfare analysis that

relies only on spousal responses, and study the welfare impliations of our empirial results. We

do so by showing that the relative di�erene in marginal utilities of onsumption aross health

states, whih aptures the bene�ts from soial insurane, an be fully reovered by the labor supply

responses of spouses.

3 Data and Institutional Bakground

To study labor supply responses to severe spousal health shoks we turn to the Danish institu-

tional setting and its rih administrative data on health and labor market outomes. In this setion,

we desribe the Danish insurane environment, both soial and private, as it relates to sik individ-

uals and surviving spouses, and list our data soures. It is useful to distinguish between two types

of insurane: health insurane (overage of medial are) and inome insurane (insurane against

inome losses in di�erent health states). Health insurane in Denmark is a universal sheme in whih

almost all osts are overed by the government, with a few exeptions suh as dental are, hiro-

prati treatments, and presription drugs that entail a limited degree of out-of-poket expenses.

Therefore, the Danish setting allows us to onentrate on (soial and private) inome insurane for

losses that go beyond immediate medial expenses, as we desribe below. Note, however, that the

theory allows for medial expenses (and any other state-ontingent expenses) and that our welfare

12

Sine this type of response would be driven by w's relative preferene for work, we show in the normative analysis that

it would not translate into welfare gains from more generous soial insurane, in ontrast to labor supply responses that are

driven by inome losses and self-insurane.
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analysis method is robust to any degree of medial overage.

Institutional Bakground. In Denmark, inome insurane against severe health shoks and the

death of a spouse onsists of four main omponents that are typial of systems in developed ountries:

temporary sik-pay bene�ts, permanent Soial Disability Insurane, privately purhased insurane

poliies, and other indiret soial insurane programs.

During the �rst four weeks after a health shok ours, workplaes are obliged to provide the

sik employee with sik-pay bene�ts, whih fully replae wages as long as the employee is ill within

this period. Some ommon agreements and work ontrats insure wage earnings against siknesses

of longer duration. For example, some blue-ollar ommon agreements in the private setor provide

wages during periods of sikness for up to one year. If the sik worker's ontrat does not provide

suh a sheme, then the loal government must provide �at-rate sik-pay bene�ts from the �fth

up to the �fty-seond week after the worker has stopped working. In 2000, for example, a sik

worker reeived a �xed daily rate that added up to DKK 11,400 ($1,425) per month (the same as

the prevailing unemployment bene�t rate).

If the worker remains sik and is unable to work, he or she an apply at the muniipality

level for Soial Disability Insurane (Soial DI) bene�ts that will provide inome permanently.

For example, in 2000, subjet to inome-testing against overall household inome, a suessful

appliation amounted to DKK 110,400 ($13,800) per year for married or ohabiting individuals and

DKK 144,500 ($18,000) for single individuals.

The Danish Soial DI program has a broad soial insurane sope sine it an be awarded for

�soial reasons�. In 1984 the notion of �soial reasons� ame to replae a omplex mix of programs,

suh as survivors bene�ts for women and speial old-age pensions for single women (where the

motive behind this rule hange was that the pre-1984 rules disriminated between genders). There-

fore, Soial DI is the e�etive soial insurane mehanism for surviving spouses who are unable to

maintain their standard of living after losing their partners. Indeed, we �nd sharp inreases in the

take-up rate of Soial DI by survivors immediately after their spouses die. Hene, we refer to Soial

DI in the ontext of spousal mortality shoks as soial survivors bene�ts.

While Soial DI and its surviving bene�ts omponent are state-wide shemes, they are loally

administered. Regional ounils (in a total of 15 regions) deide whether to approve or rejet an

individual's appliation, and muniipal aseworkers (in a total of 270 muniipalities) administer

the appliation and handle all aspets of eah ase � inluding any ontat with the appliant,

preparation of the appliation, and olletion of �nanial and health status reords. The loal

10



administration of the program has led to di�erential appliation behavior aross muniipalities,

whih has resulted in substantial variation in rejetion rates � ranging from 7% to 30% � and thus

in the mean reeipts of the program's bene�ts aross the di�erent muniipalities (Bengtsson 2002).

We exploit this ross-muniipality variation over time in the awarding of the survivors bene�ts

omponent of the program later in the paper.

Another soure of inome to a household that experienes health shoks or in whih a member

dies is payments from an employer-based insurane poliy, an element that is standard in labor-

market pension plans. Sine 1993, most setors overed by ommon agreements (75% of the labor

fore) have mandatory pension savings, part of whih onsists of life insurane and insurane against

spei� health shoks. These pay out a lump-sum to the sik worker, as long as he or she is making

ontributions to the pension plan, or to the surviving spouse in ase the plan member dies. The

rates of these payouts are set by the individual pension funds. In addition, individuals an purhase

private insurane poliies of a similar struture.

It is important to emphasize that while the private market for life insurane is large, there

is a potentially important role for government interventions as we study in the welfare analysis

setion of the paper. First, sine purhasing life-insurane produts in Denmark requires answering

a health status and behaviors questionnaire (and even undergoing medial exams) appliations

by older and unhealthy households are likely to be rejeted.

13

Seond, it is ommon that even

when the life-insurane produt is purhased by younger and healthy households (both in group

and nongroup markets) the overage sharply delines with age.

14

This leaves older and unhealthy

Danish households with poorer overage through the private market.

Lastly, there are old-age soial insurane programs that an indiretly protet eligible survivors

or households that experiene other shoks, who an deide to take them up at di�erent ages

aording to their �nanial needs. When rossing into their 60s and until they reah their old-age

pension retirement age, individuals who have (voluntarily) been members of an unemployment fund

for a su�iently long period (10 years before 1992 and gradually inreasing to 20 years thereafter) are

eligible for the Voluntary Early Retirement Pension (VERP). Approximately 80% of the population

is eligible for VERP, whih provides a �at-rate annual inome of roughly DKK 130,000 ($16,250).

13

These rejetions by the insurane ompanies an be explained by private information that is held by these rejeted house-

holds (Hendren 2013).

14

For example, some large white-ollar group-market poliies guarantee DKK 1,076,000 ($162,050) if the insured die before

age 45, DKK 853,000 ($128,460) if they die between ages 45 and 54, and DKK 538,000 ($81,025) if they die between ages 55

and 66, with no transfers if the insured die at or after they reah age 67.
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At the �full-retirement� age of 67 (or 65 for those born after July 1, 1939) all residents beome

eligible for the Old-Age Pension (OAP), whih provides inome-tested annuities of up to DKK

99,000 ($12,375) per year for singles and DKK 75,000 ($9,375) for oupled individuals (at 2000

rates). Note that the bene�ts to single survivors who qualify for Soial DI sharply redue at age 67

(from $18,000 to $12,375) when the program transitions into the Old-Age Pension, adding to the

�nanial vulnerability of older households.

15

Data Soures. We have merged data from several administrative registers to obtain annual

information on Danish households of married and ohabiting ouples from 1980 to 2011. We use the

following registers: (1) the national patient register, whih overs all hospitalization reords (from

both private and publi hospitals), and from whih we extrat information on all the individuals that

experiened a heart attak or a stroke; (2) the ause of death register, from whih we identify death

dates; (3) inome registers, whih inlude all soures of household inome � e.g., labor inome, apital

inome, annuity payouts, and government bene�ts from any program � as well as annual measures

of gross wealth and liabilities;

16

and (4) the Integrated Database for Labor Market Researh, whih

inludes measures from whih we onstrut full-time and part-time labor supply variables and

extrat demographi variables. All nominal values are de�ated based on the onsumer prie index

and are reported in 2000 pries. In that year the exhange rate was approximately DKK 8 per US

$1. We postpone desribing the summary statistis of the analysis sample to the next setion sine

they diretly relate to the disussion on the advantages of our researh design.

4 Researh Design

In this setion we desribe our empirial strategy for identifying the ausal e�ets of spousal

health and mortality shoks on individuals' labor supply,

ebw
egw

− 1.

The ideal experiment would randomly assign these shoks to households and trak labor supply

responses over time. Both our baseline theoretial model of Setion 2 and the dynami life-yle

15

An additional small government-mandated pension sheme (for all wage earners in Denmark) that supplements the OAP

is the ATP program. This program pays out a life annuity to individuals who reahed full-retirement age, based on the number

of years they ontributed to the sheme. In 2003, for example, the average annual payout from the sheme amounted to DKK

4,900 ($612). Unlike the OAP, there is a life insurane element tied to this sheme, albeit negligible relative to the other

labor-market based (as well as privately-purhased) life insurane poliies. Until 2002 a surviving spouse was eligible for 30%

of the apitalized value of the deeased spouse's remaining bene�ts. Sine 2002 survivors are instead eligible for a lump sum of

DKK 40,000 ($5,000), taxed at 40%, if the deeased spouse is younger than 67 at death (whih progressively redues with the

deeased's age at death and entirely lapses if the spouse dies after age 70).

16

In our main analysis sample of spousal mortality shoks, the net assets of the median household amount to only DKK

13,236 ($1,655) while the median annual household-level inome is DKK 239,922 ($29,990). Therefore, our analysis of labor

supply responses fouses on inome losses, and we use the wealth data for robustness heks.
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model (that we disuss in Setion 6.3 and develop in Appendix A) all for omparing the responses to

shoks of a�eted households to the ounterfatual behavior of ex-ante similar una�eted households.

This requires omparing households with same expetations over the distribution of future paths,

but with di�erent realizations. The aess to over three deades of administrative panel data on

the universe of Danish households allows us to develop a quasi-experimental researh design that

mimis this ideal experiment by exploiting the potential randomness of the exat timing of a severe

health shok or death within a short period of time.

To do so, we look only at households that have experiened the shoks that we onsider at some

point in our sample period, and identify the treatment e�et from the timing at whih the shok was

realized. We onstrut non-parametri ounterfatuals to a�eted households using households that

experiene the same shok a few years in the future, and reover the treatment e�et by performing

event studies for these two experimental groups. Note that a simple event study, whih analyzes

the evolution of outomes of a treated group around the time of a shok, is not appropriate for our

appliation. Pure event studies identify short-run responses, while we are interested in identifying

longer-run e�ets beause of potential delays in adjustment (due to, e.g., labor market fritions).

This requires a ontrol group, as we onstrut in our design, that an aount for omplex life-

yle trends in the ounterfatual behavior in the absene of a shok (in, e.g., spousal labor fore

partiipation as depited in Appendix Figure 1).

Before formally desribing our researh design, we illustrate with a onrete example its basi

intuition of the similarity of households that experiene shoks lose in time .

Illustrative Example. Let us fous on a treatment group of individuals born between 1930 and

1950 who experiened a severe health shok, in partiular, a heart attak or a stroke, in 1995.

Consider studying the e�et of the shok on some eonomi outome of these individuals, e.g., their

labor fore partiipation. Panel A of Figure 1 plots the outome for these households against the

outomes for households that have not experiened this shok in our sample period, and reveals

very di�erent life-yle patterns aross the two groups prior to 1995. This suggests that traditional

mathing estimators, whih use these una�eted households as a ontrol group, are inappropriate

for our appliation as their validity will rely heavily on the set of available ontrols and on the

unonfoundedness assumption.

17

Panel B of Figure 1 plots the outome for the treatment group of

households that experiened a shok in 1995 as well as for households that experiened the same

17

This assumption requires that onditional on observed ovariates there are no unobserved fators that are assoiated both

with the treatment assignment and with potential outomes (Imbens and Wooldridge 2009).
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shok in 2010 (15 years later), in 2005 (10 years later), in 2000 (5 years later), and in 1996 (1 year

later). Studying the behavior of households that experiened the shok in di�erent years reveals

inreasingly omparable patterns to those of the treatment group's behavior � in terms of trends

before 1995 � the loser the year in whih the individual experiened the shok was to 1995. These

patterns on�rm our intuition and suggest using households that experiened a shok in 1995+△

as a ontrol group for households that experiened a shok in 1995. Panel D of Figure 1 displays a

potential ontrol group when we hoose △ = 5.

Our method generalizes this example by aggregating di�erent alendar years. Simply put,

our design onduts event studies for two experimental groups: a treatment group omposed of

households that experiene a shok in year τ , and a mathed ontrol group omposed of households

from the same ohorts that experiene the same shok in year τ + △. We identify the treatment

e�et purely from the trend in the di�erene in outomes in eah year aross the two groups.

The trade-o� in the hoie of △, whih aptures the main weakness of our design, an be

immediately seen in Panel C of Figure 1. On the one hand, we would want to hoose a smaller

△ suh that the ontrol group is more losely omparable to the treatment group, e.g., year 1996

whih orresponds to △ = 1. On the other hand, we would want to hoose a larger △ in order to

be able to identify longer-run e�ets of the shok, up to period △ − 1. For example, using those

who experiened a shok in 2005 (△ = 10) will allow us to estimate the e�et of the shok for up to

9 years. However, this entails a potentially larger bias sine the trend in the behavior of this group

is not as tightly parallel to that of the treatment group. Our hoie of △ is �ve years, suh that we

an identify e�ets up to four years after the shok. We assessed the robustness of our analysis to

this hoie and found that loal perturbations to △ provide very similar results.

Formal Desription of the Design and Estimator. Fix a group of ohorts, denoted by Ω, and

onsider estimating the treatment e�et of a shok experiened at some point in the time interval

[τ1, τ2] by individuals who belong to group Ω. We refer to these households as the treatment

group and divide them into sub-groups indexed by the year in whih they experiened the shok,

τ ∈ [τ1, τ2]. We normalize the time of observation suh that the time period, t, is measured with

respet to the year of the shok � that is, t = year − τ , where year is the alendar year of the

observation. As a ontrol group, we math to eah treated group τ the households among ohorts

Ω that experiened the same shok but at τ +△ for a given hoie of △. For these households we

assign a �plaebo� shok at t = 0 by normalizing time in the same way as we do for the treatment

14



group (t = year − τ).18

Denote the mean outome of the treatment group at time t by yTt and the mean outome of the

ontrol group at time t by yCt and hoose a baseline period (or periods) prior to the shok (e.g.,

period t = −2), whih we denote by p (for �prior�). For any n > 0, the treatment e�et an be

simply reovered by the di�erenes-in-di�erenes estimator

βn ≡
(

yTn − yCn
)

−
(

yTp − yCp
)

. (5)

The treatment e�et in period n is measured by the di�erene in outomes between the treatment

group and ontrol group at time n, purged of the di�erene in their outomes at the baseline period,

p. Note that the hoie of △ puts an upper bound on n suh that n < △.

The identifying assumption is that, absent the shok, the outomes of the treatment and ontrol

groups would run parallel. In partiular, in aordane with the di�erenes-in-di�erenes researh

design, there is no requirement regarding the levels of outomes. The plausibility of this assumption

relies on the notion that within the short window of time of length △ the exat time at whih the

shok ours is as good as random. To test the validity of our assumption, we aompany our

empirial analysis with the treatment and ontrol groups' behavior in the �ve years prior to the

shok year 0 in order to assess their o-movement in the pre-shok period. By showing that there

are virtually no di�erential hanges in the trends of the treatment and ontrol groups before period

0, we alleviate onerns that the two groups may still di�er by, e.g., their expetations over the

timing of the shok.

19

Other papers that use similar identifying assumptions inlude earlier studies in the ontext of

the long-run e�ets of job displaement (Ruhm 1991) and the e�et of arrests on employment and

earnings (Grogger 1995), as well as more reent studies suh as that by Hilger (2014), who exploits

variation in the timing of fathers' layo�s in order to study the e�et of parental inome on ollege

outomes. Our quasi-experimental design an be applied to these shoks and any other shok of

whih the exat timing is random, whih an be easily validated in any partiular setting by studying

the pre-trends of the experimental groups.

18

By onstrution, their atual shok ours at t = △.

19

Coneptually, as long as there is no perfet foresight we an use our strategy with the appropriate hoie of △. This hoie

is ontext dependent and requires empirial investigation (where any potential di�erene aross the experimental groups would

be inluded in the bias onsideration in the hoie of △). Comparability is then an empirial question that an be investigated

in several ways, suh as analyzing sub-samples of shoks that are more likely to ome as a surprise and studying the robustness

of the results to a rih set of ontrols, along with testing for parallel trends in the pre-period and investigating the sensitivity

of the results to the hosen ontrol group by hanging △ as we mentioned above. Conduting this set of tests veri�es the

robustness of our results, supporting our underlying identifying assumption.
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4.1 Analysis Sample and Summary Statistis

Table 1 displays key summary statistis for the analysis sample. The sample of our main analysis

inludes households in whih one spouse died between ages 45 and 80 and is omprised of 310,720

households in the treatment group and 409,190 households in the ontrol group.

20

The table reveals the advantage of our researh design � the omparability of the year of obser-

vation and the age of una�eted spouses aross experimental groups. The average survivor in the

treatment group loses his or her spouse in 1993 at age 62.86 and the average una�eted spouse in the

ontrol group experienes the plaebo shok in year 1993 at age 62.27. The sub-sample of survivors

under age 60, the age at whih there is a large drop in labor fore partiipation (due to eligibility

for early retirement bene�ts as shown in Appendix Figure 1), displays even loser similarities. By

onstrution, the researh design nets out alendar year e�ets non-parametrially. However, due

to the randomness of the exat timing of the shok, it also nets out life-yle e�ets by omparing

groups of very similar ages, so that we e�etively ompare spouses who experiene a shok at age

a to same-age spouses who experiene a shok at age a+△.

The sample for our seondary analysis of severe health shoks inludes households in whih one

spouse experiened a heart attak or a stroke (for the �rst time) and survived for at least three years.

These shoks are among the leading auses of death in the developed world and their exat timing

within a short period of time is likely unpreditable. Sine the average age of spouses preisely at

the time of these health shoks is just over 60 (60.67), we fous on households with both spouses

under 60 to ensure that the results we doument are driven only by the health shoks and not by

eligibility for early retirement bene�ts.

21

The sample onsists of 37,432 households in the treatment

group and 54,926 households in the ontrol group. The una�eted spouse is on average 45.7 years

old in the treatment group at the time of the shok and 45.3 years old in the ontrol group, where

the mean alendar year of the shok is around 1992 for both groups.

22

20

Importantly, we onduted additional analysis that onstrained the sample to households in whih a spouse experiened

a heart attak or a stroke for the �rst time and died within the same year in order to fous on deaths that are more likely to

ome as a surprise. The qualitative results are similar to those presented here and are available from the authors on request.

21

The qualitative results do not hange, however, when we look at the unonstrained sample.

22

We also report the means of main labor supply outomes in Table 1 for ompleteness. Note that partiipation and earnings

are slightly higher for the ontrol group, whih poses no threat to the validity of the design sine omparability requires similar

trends and not similar levels.
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5 Spousal Labor Supply Responses

5.1 Labor Supply Responses to the Death of a Spouse

In this setion, we present our main empirial analysis and study survivors' labor supply re-

sponses to the death of their spouse. We begin by estimating average labor supply responses. Then,

we analyze the heterogeneity of these responses by the degree of inome loss imposed by the death

of a spouse in order to provide support for the self-insurane role of spousal labor supply.

Mean Responses. Figure 2 plots the average labor supply response of individuals whose spouse

died between ages 45 and 80. Panel A reveals an immediate inrease in labor fore partiipation

(de�ned as having any positive level of annual earnings) following the death of a spouse. By the

fourth year after the shok, the surviving spouses' partiipation inreases by 7.6% � an inrease

of 1.6 perentage points (pp) on a base of 20.6 pp. Panel B of Figure 2 shows that this response

translates into a 6.8% inrease in annual earnings (inluding zeros for those who do not work), whih

represents an annual inrease of DKK 2,572 ($322) from a low base of DKK 37,952 ($4,744).

With signi�ant disparities in baseline partiipation rates and labor inome, men and women

may fae substantially di�erent �nanial distress when they lose their spouse and, therefore, may

respond di�erently to the death of their spouse. Indeed, Figure 3 reveals stark di�erenes in the

responses of widowers and widows. While on average widowers do not hange their labor fore

partiipation when their wife dies, widows immediately and signi�antly inrease their labor fore

partiipation when they lose their husband. Four years after the shok, widows' labor fore parti-

ipation inreases by 2.2 pp from a baseline partiipation rate of 19.5 pp, whih amounts to a large

inrease of 11.3% in their labor fore partiipation.

This di�erential response suggests that female survivors have greater need to self-insure through

labor supply and that they experiene greater inome losses when they lose their spouse as ompared

to their male ounterparts. To test this onjeture, we plot the evolution of overall household

inome (from any soure) around the death of a spouse, inluding earnings, apital inome, annuity

payouts, and bene�ts from soial programs. We begin by plotting the household's inome in the

absene of behavioral responses from the una�eted spouse in order to apture the inome loss

diretly attributable to the loss of an earning spouse. To do so, we plot in Panel A of Figure 4

the household's overall inome, holding the una�eted spouse's earnings and soial bene�ts at their

pre-shok level.

23

The graph shows that widowers experiene a 32% loss in household inome, while

23

Spei�ally, we �x the surviving spouse's labor inome, Soial Disability and Soial Seurity bene�ts as well as sik-pay
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widows lose an additional 8% and experiene a signi�antly larger loss of 40%. Panel B of Figure

4 studies the atual hange in household inome, taking into aount the surviving spouses' labor

supply responses and any hange in the bene�ts they may reeive from soial or private insurane.

The �gure shows that widowers experiene an atual loss of 31% and that widows manage to

derease their potential loss (through the inrease in labor supply and transfers from private and

soial insurane) to inur an atual lower loss of 35%.

24

Younger Households. Surviving spouses under 60 have a stronger attahment to the labor

fore and higher labor earnings and are, therefore, more �nanially resilient after the loss of an

earning spouse.

25

Consistent with the view that their higher partiipation rates and annual earnings

e�etively insure them better against losing an earning spouse, Panel A of Figure 5 reveals that

survivors under 60 exhibit a smaller relative inrease in labor fore partiipation ompared to the

universe of survivors � only 2.1% (1.4 pp on a base of 67.2). Similar to the overall treatment e�et,

this inrease is entirely driven by women. As seen in Panel B of Figure 5, widows inrease their

labor fore partiipation by 3.3%, while widowers � who have a higher baseline partiipation rate

(0.78) as ompared to widows (0.715) � respond with a small (but statistially signi�ant) derease

of 1.1% in their partiipation. These responses translate to a 3.2% inrease in annual earnings

for the lower-earning widows and, interestingly, to a derease of 4.1% in annual earnings for the

higher-earning widowers, who as singles may not need their entire (muh) higher pre-shok levels

of inome (see Panel C of Figure 5). As before � and as displayed in Panel C of Figure 4 � these

di�erential responses are onsistent with the di�erential �nanial shok that they experiene, with

men experiening a deline of 31% in household inome and women experiening a strikingly larger

loss of 44%.

We report estimates for the regression ounterparts of these �gures in Table 2, whih repliates

our results so far. As we alluded to in Setion 4, the treatment e�et an be reovered by the simple

di�erenes-in-di�erenes estimator of equation (5). The regression spei�ation for this estimator,

bene�ts at their level in t = −1.
24

Widows' labor supply responses aount for 22% of their (5 pp) derease in potential inome loss (from 40% to 35%). Note

that surviving spouses do not fully ompensate for a loss in household inome (to 100%) sine as singles they do not need the

full pre-shok level of inome. However, potential eonomies of sale in the household's onsumption tehnology may make half

of the pre-shok level of household inome insu�ient for maintaining the pre-shok level of utility (see, e.g., Nelson 1988 and

Browning, Chiappori, and Lewbel 2013). The share of household inome that keeps onsumption utility at its pre-shok level is

usually assumed to lie between 0.5 and 1 and is ommonly referred to as the adult �equivalene sale�. We return to this issue

in Setion 5.1.1 below.

25

Reall that at 60 there is a sharp drop in partiipation when most of the labor fore beomes eligible for early retirement

bene�ts.
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averaged over the years after the shok, is of the form:

lw,i,t = β0 + β1treati + β2posti,t + β3treati × posti,t + β4Xi,t + αi + εi,t. (6)

In this regression lw,i,t denotes an indiator for the labor fore partiipation or annual earnings of

the una�eted spouse w in household i at time t; treati denotes an indiator for whether a household

belongs to the treatment group; posti,t denotes an indiator for whether the observation belongs to

post-shok periods; Xi,t denotes a vetor of potential ontrols; and αi is a household �xed e�et.

The parameter β3 represents the ausal e�et of the death of a spouse on the labor supply of the

una�eted spouse. As we show in Appendix Figure 2, in periods 0 and 1 there are temporary

transitions to part-time work, onsistent with spending time with the dying spouse and mourning

his or her loss. These transitions stabilize thereafter suh that the ative deision margin beomes

full-time work vs. non-partiipation. Throughout the analysis, posti,t therefore assumes the value

1 for periods 2 to 4.

We ontinue with further investigation of the heterogeneity in the survivors' labor supply re-

sponses aross di�erent subgroups to provide evidene that is onsistent with the insurane meha-

nism hypothesis. Importantly, using di�erent strategies we show that the responses are proportional

to the loss of inome that survivors experiene when their spouse dies, and depend on their degree

of �nanial stability and level of insurane.

Within-Gender Analysis of Heterogeneity by Inome Loss. We begin by studying the e�et of

the death of a spouse on labor fore partiipation by the degree of inome loss for eah gender

separately. To this end, for eah household we alulate the potential inome loss due to the shok

in the following way.

First, similarly to Panels A and C of Figure 4, we alulate for eah household the overall inome

(from any soure) holding the una�eted spouse's earnings and soial bene�ts at their pre-shok

level (in t = −1). Seond, we alulate the ratio of this �potential inome� measure in t = 1 to

the household's inome in t = −1. Third, we normalize this ratio for the treated households by

the mean ratio of the ontrol households in order to purge life-yle and time e�ets. This leaves

us with a measure of the potential inome replaement rate for eah treated household, whih we

denote by rri, that aptures the hange in household inome diretly attributed to (and only to)

the loss of a spouse.

To study the heterogeneity in labor supply responses by the inome replaement rate (rri) we

estimate the following augmented di�erenes-in-di�erenes model
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lw,i,t = β0 + β1treati + β2posti,t + β3itreati × posti,t + β4Xi,t + αi + εi,t, (7)

where

β3i = β30 + β31rri + β32Zi,t.

In this regression lw,i,t denotes an indiator for the labor fore partiipation of the una�eted spouse

w in household i at time t. We augment the basi di�erenes-in-di�erenes design by allowing the

treatment e�et, β3i, to vary aross households and model it as a funtion of the household's

potential replaement rate rri. Our parameter of interest is β31, whih aptures the extent to whih

the surviving spouse's labor supply response orrelates with the inome loss he or she experienes.

Sine β31 an apture other dimensions of heterogeneity beyond the inome replaement rate, we let

the treatment e�et vary with additional household-level harateristis, Zi,t, suh that β31 further

isolates the treatment e�et's partial orrelation with the loss of household inome.

26

Table 3 reports the results of estimating (7) separately for eah gender, with and without Zi,t,

for the entire sample of surviving spouses and for only the sub-sample of survivors under age 60. The

results onsistently show throughout the spei�ations the strong orrelation between labor supply

responses and inome losses; survivors in households with lower potential inome replaement rates

(lower rri), who experiene larger inome losses, are muh more likely to inrease their labor fore

partiipation in response to the shok. Sine ontrolling for the additional interations with Zi,t

does not hange the results muh, the evidene suggests that the heterogeneous responses are

indeed driven by di�erential inome replaement rates. In addition, the estimation results reveal

quite similar sensitivity to inome losses aross genders. This veri�es that gender di�erenes in

preferenes do not drive the di�erential average labor supply responses aross female and male

survivors (but rather their divergent inome losses).

Responses by Own Earnings. The heterogeneity in responses due to the household's degree of

inome insurane that we have analyzed so far has foused on inome losses relative to pre-shok

inome �ows. An additional strategy for studying this sort of heterogeneity fouses on the levels

of the surviving spouses' disposable inome available at the time of the shok. To do this, we

turn to analyze how labor supply responses of surviving spouses may vary with their own level of

earnings when their spouses die, sine higher-earning survivors have more disposable inome and

26

The variables we inlude in Zi,t are age dummies for the surviving spouse, dummies for the age of the deeased at the

year of death, year dummies, indiators for the number of hildren in the household as well as the surviving spouse's months of

eduation (and its square). The results are also robust to the inlusion of a quadrati in the household's net wealth. Note that

Xi,t always inludes the variables in Zi,t as well as their interation with treati and posti,t.
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are therefore better insured.

We onstrain the sample in the following way. First, we exlude surviving spouses whose average

labor inome before the shok (in periods -5 to -2) was lower than that of their experimental-group-

spei� 20th perentile. Then, for eah household we alulate the pre-shok labor inome share

of the deeased spouse out of the household's overall labor inome and inlude only households in

whih both spouses were su�iently attahed to the labor fore. Spei�ally, we keep households

for whom the average share was between 0.20 and 0.80. These restritions allow us to fous on

households in whih there has been some loss of inome due to the death of a spouse and in whih

the surviving spouse earned non-negligible labor inome both in levels and as a share within the

household.

27

We divide the remaining sample into �ve equal-sized groups aording to their pre-shok level of

earnings, and plot in Panel A of Figure 6 the average labor inome response (as well as its 95-perent

on�dene interval) against the pre-shok mean earnings for eah group. The �gure reveals a strong

gradient of labor supply responses with respet to the survivors' own level of earnings when the

shok ours. Survivors at the bottom of the inome distribution inrease their annual earnings by

7.79% in order to meet their onsumption needs, while those at the top derease their earnings by

2.93% as their high inome is no longer neessary to support two people.

Sine the household's pre-shok labor inome is omposed of two earners, we need to aount

for the pre-shok earnings of the dying spouse. Hene, we divide the sample into two groups �

households in whih the dying spouse's pre-shok labor inome fell within the bottom three quintiles

of its group-spei� distribution, to whih we refer as �low-earners�, and households in whih the

dying spouse's pre-shok labor inome fell within the top two quintiles, to whih we refer as �high-

earners�. Panels B and C of Figure 6 reveal that the gradient prevails in both sub-samples, suh that

surviving spouses with lower earnings are muh more likely to inrease their labor supply when their

spouse dies, regardless of whether their spouse was a high- or low-earner. Panel A of Table 4 shows

that the relationship is robust to the inlusion of dummy variables for age and year (as well as to the

inlusion of a quadrati in the household's net wealth) by separately estimating the orresponding

di�erenes-in-di�erenes equation for eah surviving spouses' quintile. Note that merely analyzing

the average earnings response in this sample would have masked the substantial heterogeneity we

doumented. Panel B of Table 4 shows that the average labor inome inrease for this sub-sample

is DKK 585 (0.39%) and is not statistially di�erent from zero.

27

These restritions also imply that the results below are mainly driven by intensive margin responses.
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Spatial Variation in Soial Insurane over Time. Lastly, we take advantage of spatial variation

in the administration of soial survivors bene�ts to study survivors' labor supply responses by the

generosity of soial insurane. This allows us to test the self-insurane hypothesis of spousal labor

supply by analyzing whether better soial insurane rowds out labor supply inreases in response to

shoks. We �nd that the inrease in survivors' partiipation due to the shok delines in the formal

insurane they reeive from the government, whih provides further support to the self-insurane

hypothesis.

For this analysis, we onstrain the sample to survivors under 67 (the age at whih the program

transitions into the Old-Age Pension) and to the period prior to 1994 due to a data break in the

reporting method of survivors bene�ts reeived through Soial DI. In addition, sine for this sample

the inrease in the take-up of the program following the shok is attributable to females, we fous

the analysis on widows. Inlusion of widowers does not hange the qualitative results.

Reall that while Soial Survivors Bene�ts is a state-wide program, it is loally administered so

that regional ounils deide whether to approve or rejet an appliation and muniipal aseworkers

(in a total of 270 muniipalities) administer the appliation and handle all aspets of eah ase. Sine

this struture has led to substantial variation in rejetion rates aross muniipalities, it has reated

signi�ant variation in the mean reeipts of the program's bene�ts aross the di�erent muniipalities

over time (Bengtsson 2002).

We use these year-by-muniipality average reeipts as an instrument for atual reeipts. In

partiular, we alulate for eah muniipality the average survivors bene�ts reeived by non-working

surviving spouses through Soial DI in eah year. Then, we assign to eah widow of household i

in the treatment group the respetive mean in muniipality m at time t exluding her own bene�ts

(the �leave-one-out� mean), denoted by SB−i,t,m. We estimate the following augmented di�erenes-

in-di�erenes regression

lw,i,t = β0 + β1treati + β2posti,t + β3itreati × posti,t + β4Xi,t + εi,t, (8)

where

β3i = β30 + β31SBi,t.

In this regression, lw,i,t denotes the partiipation of individual w of household i at time t, and

Xi,t inludes muniipality m's unemployment rate and average earnings (and their interation with

treati, posti,t, and treati × posti,t), as well as age, year, and muniipality �xed e�ets. SBi,t are

atual soial survivors bene�ts reeipts, measured in annual DKK 1,000 ($125) terms, for whih we
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instrument using SB−i,t,m (where the F-statisti on the exluded instrument in the �rst stage is

24.3). The identifying assumption is that, given our set of ontrols, the average of soial survivors

bene�ts transferred to widows in a muniipality in a given year a�ets a widow's partiipation only

through its in�uene on her own survivors bene�ts reeipts. Note that the soure of variation we

use is within muniipalities over time sine we inlude muniipality and alendar year �xed e�ets

as ontrols.

The two-stage least squares results are presented in Table 5. The estimate for our parameter

of interest, β31 = ∂(ebw−egw)
∂bb

, is -.0057. With an average of DKK 23,262 ($2,908) in atual survivors

bene�ts reeipts by widows in the analysis sample (inluding zeros for those not on the program)

and a partiipation rate of 0.5054, this estimate translates to a partiipation elastiity with respet

to soial bene�ts of ε(ebw, b
b) = −0.26 for widows under 67. This implies that soial insurane

rowds out labor supply responses as a self-insurane mehanism against loss of inome following

the death of a spouse.

In summary, the results reveal a lear pattern: there are signi�ant inreases in labor supply in

response to losing a spouse, whih are entirely driven by households that experiene large inome

losses. The results provide strong evidene of the self-insurane role of spousal labor supply in the

extreme ase of the death of a spouse, whih translates into large and permanent inome losses for

most households. Within our oneptual framework, the mean e�ets suggest large welfare bene�ts

from additional transfers to widows due to inomplete insurane of spousal mortality, as we analyze

in Setion 7.

5.1.1 Assessing Labor Disutility State Dependene for Survivors

In this setion, we brie�y disuss two strategies to assess the extent to whih survivors' labor

disutility (or willingness to work) hanges in response to the death of their spouse.

28

The evidene

is inonsistent with the onjeture that the mean inrease in the surviving spouses' labor supply is

driven by lower ost of labor following the shok (θb < 1), e.g., due to loneliness and the desirability

of soial integration. The analysis onsistently supports the view that this inrease is driven by

self-insurane and large inome losses.

The �rst strategy for studying labor disutility state dependene provides a simple test for the

28

One empirial motivation to aount for this sort of state dependene is the striking hange in the surviving spouse's

health-are utilization following the loss of a spouse. Appendix Figure 3 shows that the overall expenditure on primary medial

are (Panel A) as well as the presription rate for antidepressants (Panel B) exhibit sharp inreases in the year of bereavement.

While part of these phenomena may be purely driven by hanges in take-up of medial are and supply-side responses rather

than in atual hanges in health, they all for an empirial investigation of labor disutility state dependene.
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spei� hypothesis that loneliness and seeking soial integration � after losing a partner with whom

the surviving spouse spent leisure time � may drive the surviving spouses' labor supply responses.

Consider widows, for whom we �nd an inrease in partiipation in response to spousal death, who

did not work before the shok in a model where time is divided between labor and leisure. Widows

in households in whih the deeased spouse did not work before his death experiene smaller inome

losses (taking into aount the deeased's inome from any soure inluding government transfers),

but onsumed more joint leisure and hene may be more likely to experiene loneliness. In ontrast,

widows in households in whih the deeased spouse worked before his death onsumed less joint

leisure, but experiene larger inome losses. The soial integration (or �loneliness�) hypothesis is

onsistent with spouses in the �rst group of households inreasing their labor supply more than

spouses in the latter group do, while the self-insurane hypothesis is onsistent with the opposite

pattern. Appendix Table 1 veri�es the di�erential level of inome losses aross the two groups and

shows that the spousal labor supply inrease in households in whih the deeased worked is muh

larger (by 4.61 pp), with a negligible e�et in households in whih the deeased did not work (0.78

pp). Moreover, among households in whih the deeased did not work and reeived low levels of

inome, there was no inrease in the widows' labor supply.

The seond strategy, whih we develop and prove in detail in Appendies C and D, provides a

formal method to study general forms of labor disutility state dependene. This method studies

whether after the shok survivors fully adjust their inome and onsumption levels through labor

supply responses so that they an ahieve their pre-shok level of onsumption utility. Intuitively,

if survivors under adjust their onsumption levels after the shok, it implies that supplying labor

has beome more ostly. If survivors over adjust their inome loss through labor supply responses,

it implies that supplying labor has beome less ostly.

As a benhmark for full adjustment we use the adult �equivalene sale�, whih quanti�es the

share of the household's overall pre-shok inome that survivors need as singles in order to ahieve

the same level of (individual) onsumption utility that they enjoyed before the shok (see, e.g.,

Blundell and Lewbel 1991).

29

Using di�erent ommonly used estimates for the adult equivalene

sale, we �nd that the surviving spouses' labor supply responses are onsistent with under- (and

sometimes lose-to-full) adjustment of their onsumption following the shok.

30

This implies that

29

We fous on the adult equivalene sale sine we study older households. The median age of the youngest hild of our

treated individuals born after 1930 (for whom we have data on hildren) is 30, with only 10% having a youngest hild under 18.

30

Spei�ally, taking into aount their labor supply responses, survivors' post-shok inome is on average 0.665 of their

ounterfatual overall household inome. Using some ommonly used equivalene sales (suh as the modi�ed OECD equivalene
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survivors' labor disutility is likely to have gone up after the death of their spouse. Notably, the

alibrations are in ontradition to the hypothesis that the inreases in survivors' labor supply are

driven by lower ost of labor.

Overall, our analysis of spouses' potential labor disutility state dependene in the ontext of

death events supports the self-insurane hypothesis, and suggests that the average inrease in labor

supply is attributable to self-insurane of large inome losses rather than to dereases in survivors'

labor disutility.

5.2 Labor Supply Responses to Spousal Health Shoks

In this setion we brie�y study individuals' labor supply responses to severe spousal health

shoks. The purpose of studying this additional shok is to provide further evidene for the self-

insurane hypothesis of spousal labor supply. Reall that our analysis sample for this shok onsists

of households in whih a spouse experiened a heart attak or a stroke (for the �rst time) and

survived for at least four years (until t = 3), and in whih both spouses were under age 60.

Panel A.1 of Figure 7 shows that within three years of the shok, the a�eted spouses' partiipa-

tion sharply falls, whih translates into a large loss of annual earnings as shown in Panel A.2. Table

6 quanti�es these e�ets by estimating a di�erenes-in-di�erenes regression, in whih we allow for

di�erential treatment e�ets in the �short run� (periods 1 and 2) and the �medium run� (period 3),

to aount for the gradual responses doumented in Panel A of Figure 7.

31

Columns 2 and 4 of

Table 6 reveal that by the third year after the shok the labor fore partiipation rate of the sik

spouses drops by 12 pp � about 17% � and that annual earnings drop by DKK 36,015 ($4,500) � a

signi�ant drop of 19%.

However, while there is a signi�ant drop in the sik spouses' earnings, Columns 5 and 6 of

Table 6 show that the atual loss of inome that these households experiene is muh smaller and

amounts to only 3.3% of overall household inome. That is, taking into aount the entire household

sale of 0.67 and the square-root sale of 0.71) implies lose-to-full adjustment. Note that the impliit equivalene sale in the

Danish Soial DI is approximately 0.65 and is 0.66 in the Old-Age Pension (see Setion 3). Other model-based estimates for

adult equivalene sales, suh as those of Browning, Chiappori, and Lewbel (2013), who o�er separate sales for men and

women, imply under-adjustment. Their estimates for households with equal sharing of inome among the two spouses are 0.80

for males and 0.72 for females, while our results (from Panel B of Figure 4) imply that widowers' inome is 0.69 and widows'

inome is 0.65 of their orresponding ounterfatual overall household inome. See Appendix C for more details.

31

We estimate the following spei�ation

yi,t = β0 + β1treati + β2apost
a
i,t + β3atreati × postai,t + β2bpost

b
i,t + β3btreati × postbi,t + αi + εi,t, (9)

where yi,t denotes an outome of household i at time t, postai,t = 1 in periods 1 and 2 and zero otherwise, and postbi,t = 1 in

period 3 and zero otherwise. Therefore, β3a aptures the �short-run� e�et, and β3b aptures the �medium-run� e�et.
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inome, inluding any transfers from soial or private soures (partiularly Disability Insurane),

reveals that these shoks are very well-insured in our Danish setting. Consistent with this lak of an

inome drop, there are no eonomially signi�ant labor supply responses among una�eted spouses

(as shown in Panel B of Figure 7 and Columns 7 to 10 of Table 6) as there is no signi�ant need to

self-insure.

32

Note that the rih data-set and our researh design allow for a preise estimation of these

eonomially insigni�ant spousal responses to shoks.

33

In partiular, our results imply a small

but positive degree of omplementarity in spouses' labor supply in response to health shoks, with an

estimate of 0.065 for the una�eted spouse's earnings elastiity with respet to the a�eted spouse's

earnings. Sine the household's inome is not perfetly insured, this response implies � in the ontext

of our theoretial framework � health-state dependene of the household's utility. Intuitively, the

fat that given a small loss of inome due to the shok the una�eted spouses' derease in labor

supply involves an additional (very small) loss (through their lower earnings) is onsistent with two

main state dependene hannels. First, it is onsistent with households in the bad state valuing

inome less than do households in the good state � i.e., a onsumption utility state dependene.

Seond, it is onsistent with an inrease in the una�eted spouses' utility loss from time spent away

from home either beause they would like to take are of their sik spouse or due to preferenes for

joint leisure � i.e., a labor disutility state dependene. With no additional assumptions, we an only

reah onlusions about the ratio of these two types of potential state dependene. See Appendix

F for a formal analysis.

6 Welfare Analysis: Theory

We now return to our oneptual framework and show that spousal labor supply responses an

be su�ient for welfare analysis of soial insurane. We proeed with analyzing the optimal design

of soial insurane in our baseline model and then disuss important extensions and generalizations.

32

As in spousal mortality shoks, we �nd a strong orrelation between spousal labor supply responses and inome losses in

the ontext of health shoks. The analysis is available from the authors on request.

33

This may explain the survey-based noisy estimates of Coile (2004) and Meyer and Mok (2013), who study responses to

health shoks in the US. Note that Meyer and Mok (2013) similarly �nd that the typial disabled individual in the US loses

about 21% in earnings but only 6.75% in post-transfer household inome by the fourth year after the shok.
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6.1 Optimal Soial Insurane

Poliy Tools. The planner observes the state of nature as well as the employment status of eah

spouse. Sine some spouses work and earn more than others do, the optimal poliy is dependent

on whether the spouse is employed. We denote the tax on spouse i's labor inome in state g

by T g
i and the bene�ts given to non-working spouses in state g by bg. In state b, households in

whih the una�eted spouse, w, works reeive transfers of the amount Bb
and households in whih

w does not work reeive bene�ts of the amount bb. This tax-and-bene�t struture allows for the

analysis of �exible poliy designs and mimis features of existing soial insurane programs in most

developed ountries (suh as inome-testing that haraterizes the Supplemental Seurity Inome

program within the Old-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurane in the US and the Soial Disability

Insurane in Denmark). The exat way in whih we model transfers simpli�es the analysis and

is not neessary for our results. Any system that onditions transfers on the state of nature and

employment, as well as on age in the dynami model, an be analyzed within our framework. We

denote taxes by T ≡ (T g
w, T

g
h ) and bene�ts by B ≡ (bg, Bb, bb).

Planner's Problem. Let W s(vw) denote the household's value funtion in state s suh that

W s(vw) ≡











V (ys(1))− vh × lsh − vw if vw < v̄sw

V (ys(0))− vh × lsh if vw ≥ v̄sw.

Therefore, the household's expeted utility is J(B,T ) ≡ µg
´

∞

0 W g(vw)f(vw)dvw+µb
´

∞

0 W b(vw)f(vw)dvw.

The soial planner's objetive is to hoose the tax-and-bene�t system that maximizes the house-

hold's expeted utility subjet to the requirement that expeted bene�ts paid, µg(1 − egw)bg +

µb
(

ebwB
b + (1− ebw)b

b
)

, equal expeted taxes olleted, µg
(

T g
h + egwT

g
w

)

. Hene, the planner hooses

the bene�t levels B and taxes T that solve

max
B,T

J(B,T ) s.t. µg(1− egw)b
g + µb(ebwB

b + (1− ebw)b
b) = µg(T g

h + egwT
g
w). (10)

To solve the planner's problem we haraterize the �rst-order onditions of the program in (10)

by perturbing the tax-and-bene�t system. For a given level of government revenues, we onsider the

optimal distribution of bene�ts to households with non-working spouses aross states b and g. To

do so, we onsider a small inrease in bb �naned by a orresponding balaned-budget derease in bg.

In the simple model, this aptures the e�ient distribution of transfers to low-inome households

aross di�erent health states. Any other perturbation of the system will follow the steps of the

analysis onduted below, and the omplete optimal system an thus be haraterized in the same
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manner. We fous on this partiular aspet of the poliy sine it aptures the essene of insuring

households against shoks in a simple and poliy-relevant way.

The welfare gain from a $1 (balaned-budget) inrease in bb is dJ(T,B)
dbb

= µb ∂
∂bb

(´

∞

0 W b(vw)f(vw)dvw
)

+

µg ∂
∂bg

(´

∞

0 W g(vw)f(vw)dvw
)

dbg

dbb
. Sine this is expressed in utility units with no ardinal inter-

pretation, we follow the reent soial insurane literature and normalize it by the welfare gain

from a $1 transfer to households with non-working spouses in the good state, saled by the tar-

geted population (Chetty and Finkelstein 2013). That is, the normalized net gain that we analyze

is MW (bb) ≡
dJ(T,B)

dbb
/µb(1−ebw)

∂J(T,B)
∂bg

/µg(1−egw)
. Di�erentiating the budget onstraint to alulate

dbg

dbb
and using

the household's hoies, whih imply that

∂
∂bb

(´

∞

0 W b(vw)f(vw)dvw
)

= u′w(c
b
w(0))(1 − ebw) and

∂
∂bg

(´

∞

0 W g(vw)f(vw)dvw
)

= u′w(c
g
w(0))(1 − egw), yield the normalized welfare gain

MW (bb) = MB(bb)−MC(bb), (11)

where the marginal bene�t isMB(bb) ≡ u′
w(cbw(0))−u′

w(cgw(0))
u′
w(cgw(0))

, the marginal ost isMC(bb) ≡ ε(1−ebw,bb)−ε(1−egw ,bg)
1+ε(1−egw,bg)

,

and ε(1− esw, b
s) = ∂(1−esw)

∂bs
bs

(1−esw) is the elastiity of the una�eted spouse's non-partiipation with

respet to government bene�ts. Note that when the onsumption of h is positive (e.g., when he or

she survives the shok), MB(bb) is also the gap in his or her marginal utilities due to onsumption

alloation e�ieny in the household, whih is determined by the program in (1).

Equation (11) is a simple variant of Baily's (1978) and Chetty's (2006) formula for the optimal

level of soial insurane. The marginal bene�t from a balaned-budget inrease in bb is aptured by

the insurane value of transferring resoures from the good to the bad state, whih is measured by

the gap in marginal utilities of onsumption aross the two states. This �rate of return� on shifting

funds, whih is zero in the �rst-best alloation in whih marginal utilities are smoothed aross

states of nature, measures market ine�ieny and quanti�es the potential bene�t from government

intervention. The marginal ost of transferring $1 aross states is due to behavioral responses, whih

apture the �sal externality that households impose on the government budget when hanging their

partiipation deisions. In our ase, the government's revenue ould derease sine there are more

spouses not working in the bad state due to higher bene�ts but ould inrease sine there are fewer

spouses not working in the good state as they reeive fewer transfers.

Identifying the Bene�ts of Soial Insurane. While estimating the marginal ost is oneptually

straightforward, estimating the marginal bene�t is hallenging sine it requires knowledge of the

onsumption utility funtion, partiularly of the value of risk aversion, and of eah individual's
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overall onsumption. To irumvent the hallenges posed by this onsumption-based approah,

whih we disuss below, we use simple but powerful impliations of the household's labor supply

deisions, whih allow us to rewrite the marginal bene�t solely in terms of the una�eted spouse's

labor supply. The following proposition summarizes this main welfare result and demonstrates the

way in whih the una�eted spouse's labor supply behavior fully reveals the gap in the marginal

utilities of onsumption aross states of nature. We provide a simple proof and then disuss the

intuition behind the formula; namely, that it identi�es the gains of insurane by evaluating hanges

in the onsumption of leisure.

Proposition 1. Under a loally linear approximation of F in the threshold region (v̄gw, v̄bw), the

marginal bene�t from raising bb by $1 is

MB(bb) ∼= Lb +M b, (12)

where Lb ≡ ebw−egw
egw

and M b ≡

(

|ε(ebw,bb)|/bb

|ε(egw,bg)|/bg
− 1

)

ebw
egw
.
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Proof. Reall that the una�eted spouse works when the value of additional onsumption from his

or her labor inome, v̄sw ≡ V (ys(1)) − V (ys(0)), outweighs his or her disutility from labor,

vw. This deision rule reveals the household's onsumption value of an additional dollar,

V ′(ys(0)), through the hange in the ritial labor-disutility threshold below whih the spouse

works (v̄sw) in response to an inrease in bene�ts, sine

∣

∣

∣

∂v̄sw
∂bs

∣

∣

∣
= V ′(ys(0)). In addition, sine

(1) implies that V ′(ys(0)) = u′w(c
s
w(0)), we an rewrite the marginal bene�t from soial

insurane using the hange in the marginal entrant's disutility of labor � that is, MB(bb) =
(
∣

∣

∣

∂v̄bw
∂bb

∣

∣

∣
−

∣

∣

∣

∂v̄gw
∂bg

∣

∣

∣

)

/
∣

∣

∣

∂v̄gw
∂bg

∣

∣

∣
. The last step to represent MB(bb) by using labor supply responses

of the una�eted spouse is to map this expression onto diretly observable partiipation rates,

esw = F (v̄sw), and their elastiities, ε(esw, b
s)/bs = f(v̄sw)

F (v̄sw)
∂v̄sw
∂bs , with simple algebra. Together,

the equalities MB(bb) =
(
∣

∣

∣

∂v̄bw
∂bb

∣

∣

∣
−
∣

∣

∣

∂v̄gw
∂bg

∣

∣

∣

)

/
∣

∣

∣

∂v̄gw
∂bg

∣

∣

∣
, esw = F (v̄sw), ε(e

s
w, b

s)/bs = f(v̄sw)
F (v̄sw)

∂v̄sw
∂bs , and

the approximation in the proposition yield the result.

This formula shows that the marginal bene�t from soial insurane an be fully reovered from

two moments of the una�eted spouse's labor supply, whih we examine suessively.

34

This loal �rst-order expansion of F (vw) is supported by the empirial analysis of the spouse's partiipation aross states of

nature, whih implies that v̄gw and v̄bw are within a small region of the support [0,∞). If one wishes to avoid this approximation,

one an aompany the analysis with assumptions regarding the family of distributions to whih F belongs, and then alibrate

its parameters with the partiipation rates observed in the data. Note that this approximation is isomorphi to a seond-order

approximation of the searh e�ort funtion in a searh model of partiipation that we analyze in Appendix A.
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The �rst term, Lb
, is omposed of the una�eted spouse's labor supply response to the shok �

or the labor fore partiipation �shok elastiity� � whih aptures exatly the self-insurane role of

the spouse's labor supply. Reall from the omparative statis of our model (equation (4) in Setion

2) that the relative inrease in spousal labor fore partiipation aross states of nature inreases

with the inome loss due to the shok. Therefore, the partiipation response reveals the degree of

the household's inome loss and hene the extent to whih the household needs additional insurane

against the shok. This term is exatly the key moment of our empirial analysis in Setion 5.

The seond term, M b
, aptures the gains from the onsumption of leisure by the marginal

spouses due to behavioral responses to the poliy hange. When we inrease bene�ts to non-working

spouses in the bad state, bb, we let more spouses meet their onsumption needs if they hoose not to

work and onsume more leisure � whih is a welfare gain from the individual's and hene from the

planner's perspetive. The relative share of spouses who are on the labor fore partiipation margin

is aptured by the semi-elastiity

∣

∣ε(ebw, b
b)
∣

∣ /bb, whih quanti�es the perent hange in labor fore

partiipation in state b when we inrease non-partiipation transfers bb by $1. This is illustrated

in Figure 8: Panel A depits the pre-perturbation labor fore partiipation in state b, and Panel

B depits the response of the spouses that are on the partiipation margin in state b. Sine we

�nane the inrease in bb by a derease in bg, the marginal spouses in state g who now work as a

response � and whose relative share is |ε(egw, bg)| /bg � represent a welfare loss due to their redued

onsumption of leisure. Therefore, the net gain through the hange in the onsumption of leisure

due to the poliy hange is aptured by

|ε(ebw,bb)|/bb

|ε(egw,bg)|/bg
− 1.35 To sale these within-state elastiities

into ross-state terms (whih are relevant for our ross-state perturbation), we multiply this gain by

the relative labor supply aross states,

ebw
egw

(whih we estimated in Setion 5).

36

This results in the

seond term of the formula: M b ≡

(

|ε(ebw,bb)|/bb

|ε(egw,bg)|/bg
− 1

)

ebw
egw
. Whenever we transfer resoures from the

good to the bad state, the formula adjusts through the semi-elastiity ratio that enters this term;

it is always the ratio of the responses to the spei� poliy tools that we onsider hanging.

Disussion. The alternative method for reovering welfare gains from soial insurane is onsumption-

35

Note that within a state, marginal spouses are indi�erent between working and not working. In the absene of full

insurane, this is not the ase aross states, whih is the relevant omparison for our poliy hange and is represented by the

semi-elastiity ratio.

36

Reall that we study the welfare impliations of transferring resoures from state g to state b. This transfer indues

behavioral responses within eah state of nature, whih are expressed here in terms of semi-elastiities, sine it hanges the

eonomi inentives within eah state. However, to evaluate the impliations of these elastiities in �ross-state� rather than

�within-state� terms, we need to sale the elastiity ratio by the relative labor supply �ow aross states,

ebw
e
g
w
. The �rst term of

the welfare formula (Lb
) is already in ross-state terms so that no saling is required.
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based and aims at diretly identifying the gap in marginal utilities of onsumption aross states of

nature. The redued-form literature uses the approah developed by Baily (1978) and Chetty (2006)

and was �rst implemented by Gruber (1997) in the ontext of unemployment insurane. This ap-

proah is based on analyzing onsumption �utuations aross states, whih are transformed to

utility losses with estimates for the urvature of the utility funtion. The strutural literature fol-

lows a similar approah but with the additional omplexity of estimating the full set of the eonomi

model's primitives. Our approah maps the identi�ation problem from the onsumption domain

to the labor supply domain. By doing so, it does not rely on assumptions regarding the appropriate

value of risk aversion about whih there is tremendous unertainty in the literature and to whih the

onsumption-based alulations of gains from insurane are highly sensitive (Chetty and Finkelstein

2013). Additionally, it requires only data from the labor market, whih are typially more preise

and widely available than onsumption data. While onsumption measures are usually partial (and

over only a sub-set of goods, suh as expenditure on food), and strong assumptions are needed

to translate overall expenditure into individuals' onsumption bundles, labor market data exatly

math the theoretial behaviors of interest, namely, partiipation and earned inome.

Two other labor-market methods have been developed in the ontext of unemployment in Chetty

(2008) and Shimer and Werning (2007), whih are based on the labor supply responses of the diretly

a�eted individual.

37

However, these methods are not appliable to the ase of a severe health shok

(or, of ourse, of a death event) in whih the a�eted individual's labor supply an no longer identify

preferenes. This is beause a non-negligible share of those experiening severe health shoks (and

whose ability to work is diretly a�eted) may be fored out of the labor market and beome

unresponsive to eonomi inentives. Their implied small behavioral responses to hanges in poliy

tools and other eonomi inentives may wrongly imply a low value of additional insurane, while

they are atually driven by signi�ant shoks to their ability to work. Our approah falls within

this group of labor market approahes but extends the sope of identifying welfare gains from soial

insurane using labor supply responses. In partiular, it an be applied to important ases in whih

the diretly a�eted individual may be at a orner solution, suh as a severe health shok or the

extreme ase of death.

38

37

These methods as well as our own identify diretly-estimable moments that are su�ient for welfare analysis. The advantage

of the su�ient statistis approah to welfare analysis is that it o�ers results about optimal poliy that do not utilize strong

assumptions that are made in strutural studies for tratability and identi�ation. The ost is that without extrapolations and

additional struture it an only be used to analyze marginal hanges in poliy. See Chetty (2009) for a more detailed disussion

on this issue.

38

We disuss additional suh ases in the Conlusion.
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The analysis above has also shown that, in ontrast to onventional wisdom, the level of optimal

bene�ts does not neessarily derease in the degree of rowd-out of self-insurane by soial insurane.

It is indeed the ase that inreased bene�ts to non-working spouses in the bad state impose a �sal

externality on the government's budget through an inrease in this group's non-partiipation rate,

whih is aptured by the non-partiipation elastiity ε(1 − ebw, b
b) in MC(bb). However, at the

same time, the dereased partiipation entails a gain from onsumption of additional leisure, whih

is aptured by the partiipation elastiity ε(ebw, b
b) in MB(bb). Therefore, our analysis formalizes

Gruber's (1996) argument that in any assessment of net welfare gains from soial insurane both

e�ets have to be taken into aount and weighted appropriately.

Identifying Assumption: E�ieny. Before we proeed with extensions to the basi model,

it is worth emphasizing the soure of identi�ation of the household's preferenes by using the

una�eted spouse's labor supply responses. The key assumption underlying our analysis is that

household deisions are Pareto e�ient. This implies that on the margin, all members of the

household exhibit the same returns to additional resoures; hene any member not at a orner

solution an reveal the preferenes of eah member of the household.

This approah relies on the premise that when spouses have symmetri information about eah

other's preferenes and onsumption (beause they interat on a regular basis) we would expet

them to �nd ways to exploit any possibilities of Pareto improvements. Importantly, as emphasized

by Browning, Chiappori, and Weiss (2014), this does not prelude the possibility of power issues

suh that the alloation of resoures within the household an depend on its members' respetive

Pareto weights. The approah simply assumes that no resoures are left on the table. An additional

advantage of the olletive model is that it does not require speifying the mehanism that house-

holds use, e.g., the bargaining proess, but only assumes suh a mehanism exists. Note that the

unitary model is a speial ase of our olletive framework, and therefore our results readily apply

to the unitary assumption that is widely used in models of the household.

39

6.2 Aounting for State-Dependent Preferenes

To adjust our normative result of Proposition 1 to aount for potential hanges to preferenes

in response to shoks we onsider the generalized preferene struture of Setion 2.2. In what follows

we suessively desribe how di�erent types of state dependene in the household's preferenes may

39

There are some ases in whih the e�ieny assumption fails (see disussion in Browning, Chiappori, and Weiss 2014).

To model these ases, one would need to speify the underlying model of household deision making and make additional

assumptions in order to identify one spouse's preferenes from the other spouse's behavior.
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a�et the welfare analysis. Sine our welfare method identi�es gains from the labor supply behavior

of the una�eted spouse, the sort of state dependene that a�ets the normative analysis is on�ned

to potential hanges in the una�eted spouse's labor disutility. The adjustment of our welfare

formulas is summarized in Proposition 2.

First, reall that the state dependent preferene struture allows for a ompletely �exible de-

pendene of onsumption utility on the state of nature and for �exible onsumption-leisure omple-

mentarities. These two extensions to the baseline preferenes have no e�et on the welfare formulas

sine we mapped the welfare evaluation problem from the onsumption domain ompletely onto the

labor fore partiipation domain. This simpli�es the analysis tremendously sine the estimation of

onsumption utility state dependene has proven very hallenging (Finkelstein, Luttmer, and No-

towidigdo 2009), and also allows us to avoid the ommon pratie of assuming onsumption-leisure

independene.

Next, reall that the labor disutility, vsi , an entirely hange aross states of nature. Sine we

identify welfare gains from the behavior of the una�eted spouse, allowing the labor disutility of the

a�eted sik spouse, vsh, to hange ompletely aross states of nature does not a�et the analysis.

It is indeed the underlying motive for studying the una�eted spouse's behavior in the �rst plae

sine in the ase of health shoks the a�eted spouse's preferenes an hange in many unidenti�able

ways as a result of the shok. However, the potential state dependene of the una�eted spouse's

labor disutility, vsw, requires adjusting the welfare formula in the following way.

Proposition 2. Assume the generalized preferene struture of Setion 2.2. Under a loally linear

approximation of F in the threshold region (v̄gw, v̄bw), the marginal bene�t from raising bb by

$1 is

MB(bb) ∼= Lb +M b + Sb, (13)

where Lb ≡ ebw−egw
egw

, M b ≡

(

|ε(ebw,bb)|/bb

|ε(egw,bg)|/bg
− 1

)

ebw
egw
, and Sb ≡

(

θb − 1
) (

1 + Lb +M b
)

.

Proof. With the generalized preferenes, it is straightforward to show thatMB(bb) =
(

θb
∣

∣

∣

∂v̄bw
∂bb

∣

∣

∣
−

∣

∣

∣

∂v̄gw
∂bg

∣

∣

∣

)

/
∣

∣

∣

∂v̄gw
∂bg

∣

∣

∣
.

Combining this equality with esw = F (v̄sw), ε(e
s
w, b

s)/bs = f(v̄sw)
F (v̄sw)

∂v̄sw
∂bs , and the approximation

in the proposition yields the result.

The additional omponent,

(

θb − 1
) (

1 + Lb +M b
)

, essentially �pries� in utility terms the ost

of the �rst two labor supply �quantity� expressions, Lb
and M b

. The una�eted spouse's labor

supply is more ostly by θb − 1 perent. This additional ost needs to be applied to the overall
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relative labor supply response aross health states, i.e., the sum of the baseline partiipation rate

(normalized to 1) and the two quantity omponents: 1+Lb+M b
. Sine our welfare method identi�es

the gains from insurane by evaluating the hange in the onsumption of leisure, higher valuation

of leisure, that is, θb > 1, renders leisure more valuable in state b, whih makes the transfer of

resoures from state g to state b more soially desirable in our framework. On the other hand, lower

ost of labor supply due to the shok (θb < 1 ) an lead to an inrease in labor fore partiipation

even if households are well insured. The welfare impliations of labor supply responses in this ase

are di�erent (so that additional transfers to the bad state may even beome undesirable) sine these

responses would be driven by preferenes for work and not by under-insurane.

6.3 Additional Generalizations and Extensions

Dynami Life-Cyle Model. In the ontext of soial insurane over the life-yle, it is important

to onsider households' self-insurane through ex-ante mehanisms suh as preautionary savings.

In Appendix A, we analyze life-yle partiipation deisions using a dynami searh model that

allows for endogenous savings. The general result of this analysis is that our formulas extend to

the dynami ase with the adjustment that post-shok responses in the stati ase are replaed by

mean responses when a shok ours. This is exatly what we reover in our empirial analysis.

Hene, our results as well as the welfare analysis we ondut below readily apply to the dynami

ase.

40

The intuition behind this theoretial result is that responses of forward-looking households to

shoks internalize the full expeted path of future onsumption and leisure. Therefore, responses in

periods right after a shok ours reveal the household's life-time welfare impliations of additional

transfers.

41

The dynamis of the life-yle analysis likewise enter the marginal osts of soial insurane. A

household in state g not only dereases its labor supply due to higher taxes in the present, but

also in response to inreased bene�ts in the hitherto unenountered state b. The prospet of higher

bene�ts in the ase that the household experienes a shok lowers its need to save for that senario,

whih translates into a derease in labor supply in state g.

40

It is important to note that when transfers are onditional on experiening a shok, the moment of interest that omes out

of the dynami model is the labor supply response when the shok atually ours rather than in expetation of it. The reason

is that it aptures the residual risk that was (optimally) hosen not to be insured through the existing institutions given the

probability of experiening the shok in eah period.

41

The setting we analyze in the appendix also extends the model by allowing for multiple and sequential shoks. In partiular,

we analyze a model in whih h an experiene a health shok and may die as a onsequene. This illustrates our analysis in a

more omplex and realisti setting that an be applied to di�erent types of sequential shoks.
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Intensive-Margin Model of Labor Supply. One an onstrut similar formulas for the ase in

whih the household's intensive labor supply deisions are onsidered. With no individuals on the

partiipation margin, the formulas onsist only of the labor supply hanges aross states of nature

and the potential hange in the utility ost of labor. See Appendix B for an analysis of this model.

Note that the hoie of the appropriate model for welfare analysis should depend on the data.

For example, studying a sub-population with full employment before a shok ours alls for the

intensive-margin model beause in suh a ase work intensity is the operative margin.

42

Home Prodution and Additional Deision Variables. Reall that our propositions for identify-

ing the welfare gains from soial insurane rely on optimality onditions that are implied by the

household's labor supply hoies and are derived using the envelope theorem. Sine these optimality

onditions must hold in our model when we add arbitrary deision variables, we an still identify

the gains from insurane based on the una�eted spouse's labor supply in that ase. Therefore, our

welfare results hold in the generalized setting that aounts for other deision variables that may

be inluded in the household's optimization problem. Importantly, we an easily inorporate the

household's time use deisions, e.g., of how to alloate non-work time between home prodution

and leisure. The robustness of our approah to the inlusion of additional margins of response is a

general feature of the su�ient statisti approah to welfare analysis (see Chetty 2006).

7 Welfare Analysis: Impliations of Empirial Results

We now turn to illustrate our method for welfare analysis and to study the welfare impliations

of the surviving spouses' labor supply responses. In aordane with the theoretial analysis in

the previous setion, onsider the following poliy question: how should we divide a given budget

between households of widows (for whih we �nd a large inrease in labor supply) and non-widows in

our framework? This is essentially a omparison of the soial �returns� of two �investment� vehiles

� a $1 transfer to non-working spouses in state b that yields a return of u′w(c
b
w(0)) vs. a $1 transfer

to non-working spouses in state g that yields a return of u′w(c
g
w(0)). This omparison fouses on

the marginal bene�t from inreasing bb by lowering bg, and puts aside the assoiated osts on whih

42

Studying the disrete partiipation deision rather than the intensive-margin deision has several important advantages.

First, it allows for �exible onsumption-leisure omplementarities. Seond, it aptures additional moral hazard responses that

the soial insurane literature disusses. By modeling means-tested transfers that an ondition on household-level inome

we an study the welfare e�ets of the potential rowd-out of spousal labor fore partiipation. Third, labor market fritions

(suh as hour requirements set by employers) an limit employees' ability to optimize; hene partiipation deisions may reveal

preferenes more aurately (sine the potential osts of non-optimization are higher).
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the literature has foused. We employ the formula of Proposition 1 (equation (12)) and abstrat

from labor disutility state dependene by assuming θb = 1. Sine the evidene is onsistent with

θb ≥ 1, this approah delivers a lower bound on the potential welfare gains from this poliy hange

(as implied by Proposition 2).

In order to assess the marginal bene�t from this poliy perturbation, we need to alibrate the

ratio

ε(ebw,bb)
ε(egw,bg)

. Here we make the simplifying assumption of equal elastiities and use the approxi-

mation that this ratio is loally onstant, whih allows us to illustrate our method in the simplest

possible way.

43

Assuming that

ε(ebw,bb)
ε(egw,bg)

= 1, the formula for the welfare bene�ts redues to

MB(bb) ∼=
bg

bb
×

ebw
egw

− 1,

where

ebw
egw

is the moment we estimated in Setion 5.1.

To study existing soial programs in Denmark, we divide the analysis into two sub-populations.

First, we onsider widows over age 67, who are eligible for the Danish Old-Age Pension (the equiv-

alent of Soial Seurity in the US) and analyze the perturbation within this program. Seond, we

onsider widows younger than 67, who are more attahed to the labor fore, and analyze hanges

to soial survivors bene�ts for whih they an apply through Soial DI .

Old-Age Pension. In Panel A.1 of Figure 9 we plot the labor supply responses of widows over

67. The graph reveals that even the elderly need to self-insure and inrease their partiipation by

1.08 pp on a very low base of 1.19 pp. This implies that the partiipation rate of widows over 67

almost doubles when their husbands die with

ebw
egw

= 0.0227
0.0119 = 1.91. As the Old-Age Pension inludes

adjustments to the household's omposition (as explained in Setion 3 and seen in pratie in Panel

A.2 of Figure 9), widows during our sample period reeived on average DKK 87,454 ($10,932)

and their non-widow ounterparts reeived DKK 70,684 ($8,836) suh that for this population

bg

bb
= 70,684

87,454 = 0.81. Together, these imply that

MB(bb) ∼=
bg

bb
×

ebw
egw

− 1 = 0.81 × 1.91 − 1 = 0.55.

That is, an additional $1 transferred to widows through the Old-Age Pension reates a net bene�t

equivalent to 55 ents as ompared to transferring $1 to non-widows. This large marginal bene�t

43

In Appendix G we add some struture and estimate these elastiities for surviving spouses under age 60. The estimates

imply a ratio of 1.375, whih suggests that our alibration provides a lower bound for the welfare gains from the poliy hange.
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from an additional dollar to elderly widows is driven by their signi�ant relative inrease in partii-

pation, whih reveals their high valuation of additional insurane. This suggests that in our onep-

tual framework inreasing the relative ompensation to older widows within the Old-Age Pension

(beyond the urrent household-omposition adjustment) entails signi�ant welfare improvement.

Soial Survivors Bene�ts. To fous on the value of survivors bene�ts through Soial DI, we

onstrain the sample to widows under 67 (the age at whih the program transitions into the Old-

Age Pension). In addition, we onstrain the sample to the period prior to 1994 due to a data break

in the reporting method of bene�ts reeived through Soial DI. Panel A.3 of Figure 9 plots the labor

fore partiipation behavior of this sample and shows that

ebw
egw

= 0.4718
0.4537 = 1.04, whih is smaller than

the e�et among the elderly as well as among the overall sample of widows as shown in Setion 5.1.

Panel A.4 of Figure 9 learly displays the insurane role of Soial DI for widows, whose take-up of

the program inreases by more than 50% in the year that their husbands die. For this time period,

the mean bene�ts reeived from Soial DI by those on the program are the same for widows and

for non-widows and, therefore,

bg

bb
∼= 1.44 Combining these estimates, it follows that

MB(bb) ∼=
bg

bb
×

ebw
egw

− 1 = 1× 1.04 − 1 = 0.04.

That is, an additional $1 transfer to widows through Soial DI is worth 4 ents more to eah

household than is transferring this additional $1 to non-widows. These small (but positive) welfare

gains are a diret result of the relative inrease in labor fore partiipation among widows that are

eligible for this program (under 67), whih is smaller than the e�et among the universe of widows.

Therefore, a key impliation of our �ndings, driven in part by the di�erential attahment to the

labor fore over the life-yle, is that age-dependene is a feature of the optimal soial insurane

poliy for spousal mortality shoks in our model.

An additional valuable welfare exerise allows us to use our method to assess how far the bene�ts

are from our model's predition of their optimal level, by evaluating the loal rate at whih marginal

bene�ts hange, MB′(bb). To evaluate this derivative we take advantage of the spatial variation in

the administration of survivors bene�ts through Soial DI, whih we analyzed in Setion 5.1. Reall

that our estimate for

∂(ebw−egw)
∂bb

is -.0057. Using this estimate, Panel B of Figure 9 plots the behavior

of MB(bb) around the sample mean of DKK 65,000 ($8,115). The �gure shows that in our model

44

The exat �gures are bb =$8,115 for widows and bg =$8,016 for non-widows (in 2000 dollars).
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additional DKK 1,500 ($188) in annual bene�ts derease the exess bene�t to zero. Converting these

monetary values into net replaement rates out of the deeased spouse's pre-shok earnings,

45

the

urrent system stands at 0.648 and the optimal alloation of bene�ts aross states stands at 0.663,

suggesting that for younger widows the urrent levels are near optimal. To evaluate the overall

value of the program, we an approximate the integral

´ 65,000
0 MB(bb)dbb by using our estimates.

This integral answers the question: within the Soial DI system in Denmark, what is the welfare

gain from the bene�ts given to widows relative to non-widow bene�iaries of the program? The

estimate amounts to DKK 99,942 ($12,500) annually, whih means that transfers to widows relative

to non-widows reate a bene�t of ($12,500/$8,115-1=) 54%. That is, on average, eah dollar given

to younger widows through Soial DI generates a net bene�t equivalent to 54 ents relative to a

dollar given to non-widow reipients. This reveals the large value of soial survivors bene�ts within

our framework.

8 Conlusion

This paper provides evidene of household self-insurane through labor supply in response to

large and persistent inome losses, and develops a new labor market method for welfare analysis of

soial insurane. Studying the ritial event of the death of a spouse, we �nd large inreases in the

surviving spouses' labor fore partiipation rate driven by households for whom this event imposes

signi�ant inome losses. We show that the una�eted spouse's self-insurane response fully reveals

the household's marginal utility from onsumption. As the gap in marginal utilities aross states

of nature aptures the value of insurane, we o�er a way to reover the gains from soial insurane

based solely on spousal labor supply responses. Applying this method to spousal mortality shoks,

we show that in our oneptual framework alloation of additional resoures to elderly widows has

signi�ant welfare gains and that the optimal struture of survivors bene�ts is age-dependent.

We additionally exploit the Danish setting to analyze households in whih an individual has

experiened a severe health shok but survived, for whom inome losses are well-insured. Together,

the results point to a potential explanation for the elusiveness of the insurane role of spousal labor

supply in previous literature. In support of the hypotheses raised by Hekman and MaCurdy (1980)

and Cullen and Gruber (2000), we �nd that spousal labor supply plays a signi�ant self-insurane

45

We alulate the average earnings in t = −1 for a�eted spouses who had positive earnings the year before they passed

away. The average is DKK 170,000 ($21,250), whih implies net wage earnings of DKK 100,300 ($12,538) using an average

labor inome tax rate of 41% (OECD estimates).
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role when the inome loss inurred by the shok is large relative to the household's lifetime inome

� as in the death of a spouse � and is irrelevant when the loss is su�iently insured through formal

soial insurane � as in spousal health shoks.

Our �ndings have further impliations for potentially improving e�ieny in the distribution of

government bene�ts. The signi�ant heterogeneity in responses that we �nd aross di�erent pre-

shok dimensions of household harateristis suggests that enrihing the poliy tools to ondition

transfers on these observable harateristis may be welfare improving. For example, sine inreases

in the surviving spouse's labor supply are strongly orrelated with the inome shok that he or she

experienes after losing an earning spouse, it may be welfare improving to let survivors bene�ts

inrease in the deeased spouse's pre-shok share of annual household earnings.

46

More broadly, our quasi-experimental design for identifying the e�et of shoks as well as our

method for welfare analysis an be applied to other important eonomi questions. Our researh

design, whih relies on omparing households that are a�eted only a few years apart, an be applied

to estimating the e�et of a shok in any setting in whih its exat timing is likely to be random.

Our welfare analysis method, whih relies on spousal labor supply, an be applied to evaluating the

welfare gains from soial insurane in any setting in whih the diretly a�eted individual may be

at a orner solution. For example, relevant to the debate on the privatization of Soial Seurity, the

value of proteting against pension-wealth losses in the 401(k) aount of a working individual an

be reovered by the labor supply response of his or her spouse. Spousal labor supply an also be used

to evaluate the welfare losses aused by the disontinuation of an employee's ompensation, suh

as health insurane, as well as the value of unemployment insurane for the long-term unemployed

(whose long durations of unemployment signi�antly harm their employment prospets).

47

46

A similar feature is impliit in the US system, where survivors are eligible for their deeased spouses' Soial Seurity

bene�ts, whih are a funtion of the deeased's work history.

47

See Kroft, Lange, and Notowidigdo (2013) on the adverse e�et of longer unemployment spells.
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FIGURE 1 

Illustration of the Empirical Research Design 

 

                    (a) Health Shocks in Year 1995 vs. No Shock                                    (b) Health Shocks in Different Years and No Shock  

 
 

                   (c) Health Shocks in Years 1995, 1996, and 2005                                              (d) Research Design with Δ=5 

 
Notes: These figures compare the labor force participation of a treatment group of individuals who were born between 1930 and 1950 and 

experienced a heart attack or a stroke in 1995 to that of potential control groups. Panel A compares the treatment group to those who belong to the 

same cohorts but did not experience a shock in our data window, years between 1985 and 2011, and shows that the pre-1995 patterns of these groups 

are far from parallel. Panel B adds the behavior of households that experienced the same shock but in different years, and shows that the groups are 

becoming increasingly comparable to the treatment group – in terms of parallel trends before 1995 – the closer the year in which the individual 

experienced the shock was to the year the treatment group experienced the shock (1995). The figures suggest using households that experienced a 

shock in year 1995+Δ as a control group for households that experienced a shock in 1995. The trade-off in the choice of Δ is presented in Panel C. 

On the one hand, we would want to choose a smaller Δ such that the control group would be more closely comparable to the treatment group, e.g., 

year 1996 which corresponds to Δ=1. On the other hand, we would want to choose a larger Δ in order to be able to identify longer-run effects of the 

shock, up to period Δ-1. Using those that experienced a shock in 2005, which corresponds to Δ=10, will allow us to estimate up to the 9-year effect of 

the shock. However, this entails a potentially greater bias since the trend in the behavior of this group is not as tightly parallel to that of the treatment 

group. Panel D displays the potential control group for this example when we choose Δ=5. Our research design generalizes this example by 

aggregating different calendar years. 

 

 

  



FIGURE 2 

Survivors’ Labor Supply Responses to the Death of Their Spouse 
(a) Labor Force Participation 

 
(b) Annual Earnings 

              
Notes: These figures plot the labor supply responses of survivors to the death of their spouse. The sample includes individuals whose spouses died 

between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. Panel A depicts the behavior of labor force participation, and Panel B depicts the behavior of annual 

earnings. The x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, normalized to period 0. For the treatment group, period 0 is when the actual shock 

occurs; for the control group period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their actual shock occurs in period 5). The dashed gray line plots the 

behavior of the control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the level of the control group’s outcome to the pre-shock level of the 

treatment group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue line and squares. The red line and circles plot the behavior of the 

treatment group. 

  



FIGURE 3 

Survivors’ Labor Supply Responses to the Death of Their Spouse by Gender 
(a) Labor Force Participation 

Widowers (wife dies)                                            Widows (husband dies) 

 
(b) Annual Earnings 

Widowers (wife dies)                                            Widows (husband dies) 

 
Notes: These figures plot the labor supply responses of survivors to the death of their spouse by the gender of the surviving spouse. The sample 

includes individuals whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. Panel A depicts the behavior of labor force participation, and 

Panel B depicts the behavior of annual earnings. The x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, normalized to period 0. For the treatment group 

period 0 is when the actual shock occurs; for the control group period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their actual shock occurs in period 

5). The dashed gray line plots the behavior of the control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the level of the control group’s 

outcome to the pre-shock level of the treatment group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue line and squares. The red 

line and circles plot the behavior of the treatment group. 



FIGURE 4 

Household Income around the Death of a Spouse 
 

                                                                              

   

 

 
Notes: These figures plot different measures of household-level income around the death of a spouse by the gender of the surviving spouse. The 

sample includes individuals whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. Panel A plots an adjusted measure of household income. 

Specifically, we fix the surviving spouse's labor income, Social Disability and Social Security benefits as well as sick-pay benefits at their pre-shock 

levels (in period -1). Hence, this measure captures the income loss that is directly attributed to the loss of a spouse. Panel B plots the actual household 

income that is observed in the data, which takes into account the surviving spouse’s behavioral responses. Panel C plots the adjusted measure from 

Panel A for survivors under age 60. The x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, normalized to period 0. For the treatment group period 0 is 

when the actual shock occurs; for the control group period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their actual shock occurs in period 5). The 

dashed gray line plots the behavior of the control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the level of the control group’s outcome to 

the pre-shock level of the treatment group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue line and squares. The red line and 

circles plot the behavior of the treatment group. 

                         Widowers (wife dies)                                 Widows (husband dies) 

 

                         Widowers (wife dies)                                 Widows (husband dies) 

 

(b) Actual Household Income 

 (c) Potential Household Income of Survivors under Age 60 

 
                         Widowers (wife dies)                                 Widows (husband dies) 

 

 (a) Potential Household Income 



FIGURE 5 

Labor Supply Responses of Survivors under Age 60 to the Death of Their Spouse 
 

 

 
 

 

 

      

      
 

Notes: These figures plot the labor supply responses of survivors under age 60 to the death of their spouse by the gender of the surviving spouse. The 

sample includes individuals under 60 whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. Panel A depicts the behavior of labor force 

participation of the overall sample; Panel B divides the sample by the gender of the surviving spouse; Panel C depicts the behavior of annual earnings 

by the gender of the surviving spouse. The x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, normalized to period 0. For the treatment group period 0 is 

when the actual shock occurs; for the control group period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their actual shock occurs in period 5). The 

dashed gray line plots the behavior of the control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the level of the control group’s outcome to 

the pre-shock level of the treatment group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue line and squares. The red line and 

circles plot the behavior of the treatment group. 

 

  

 (a) Labor Force Participation: Both Genders 

                            Widowers (wife dies)                              Widows (husband dies) 

 

 (b) Labor Force Participation: By Gender 

 (c) Annual Earnings: By Gender 

                            Widowers (wife dies)                              Widows (husband dies) 

 



FIGURE 6 

Survivors’ Annual Earnings Responses to the Death of Their Spouse                                                                   

by the Level of their Own Pre-Shock Earnings 

 
(a) All Households 

 
(b) Households with Low-Earning Deceased Spouses                       (c) Households with High-Earning Deceased Spouses  

           
  

Notes: These figures include individuals whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011, where we constrain the sample in the 

following way. First, we exclude surviving spouses whose average labor income before the shock (in periods -5 to -2) was lower than their 

experimental-group-specific 20th percentile. Then, we calculate for each household the pre-shock labor income share of the deceased spouse out of 

the household's overall labor income and include only households in which both spouses were sufficiently attached to the labor force; specifically, we 

keep households for whom the average share was between 0.20 and 0.80. These restrictions allow us to focus on households for which there has been 

some loss of income due to the death of a spouse and in which the surviving spouse earned non-negligible labor income both in levels and as a share 

within the household. In addition, to guarantee that our results are not driven by outliers, we exclude households with dying spouses whose mean pre-

shock earnings did not fall within their group-specific 5th and 95th percentiles as well as households with unaffected spouses whose mean pre-shock 

earnings were higher than those of their group-specific 95th percentile. We divide the remaining sample into five equal-sized groups by their pre-

shock level of earnings and plot the average labor income response as well as its 95-percent confidence interval (in which standard error are 

calculated using the Delta method) against the pre-shock mean earnings for each group. Panel A includes all households; Panel B includes 

households in which the dying spouse’s pre-shock labor income fell within the bottom three quintiles of its group-specific distribution, to which we 

refer as “low-earners”; Panel C includes households in which the dying spouse’s pre-shock labor income fell within the top two quintiles, to which 

we refer as “high-earners”. The pre-shock periods include periods -5 to -3. The post-shock periods include periods 2 to 4. 
  



FIGURE 7 

Household Labor Supply Responses to Severe Health Shocks in which the Affected Spouse Survived 

(a) Affected Spouse 

(1) Labor Force Participation                                                           (2) Annual Earnings 

 
 

(b) Unaffected Spouse 

(1) Labor Force Participation                                                           (2) Annual Earnings 

 
Notes: These figures plot the labor supply responses of households in which an individual experienced a heart attack or a stroke between 1985 and 

2011 and survived for at least three years. The sample includes households in which both spouses were under age 60. Panels A.1 and A.2 depict the 

labor force participation and annual earnings of the individual that experienced the shock, respectively. Panels B.1 and B.2 depict the labor force 

participation and annual earnings of the unaffected spouse, respectively. The x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, normalized to period 0. 

For the treatment group, period 0 is when the actual shock occurs; for the control group, period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their 

actual shock occurs in period 5). The dashed gray line plots the behavior of the control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the 

level of the control group’s outcome to the pre-shock level of the treatment group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue 

line and squares. The red line and circles plot the behavior of the treatment group. 

  



 

FIGURE 8 

The Unaffected Spouses’ Labor Force Participation Responses to Policy Changes 

(a) Spousal Labor Force Participation in the Bad State 

 
(b) The Change in Spousal Labor Force Participation in the Bad State in Response to the Policy Change 

 
Notes: These figures plot a potential probability density function (pdf) for the labor disutility of the unaffected spouse (spouse w) in state b, 𝑣𝑤

𝑏 . The 

x-axis corresponds to 𝑣𝑤
𝑏  and the y-axis corresponds to the pdf, 𝑓(𝑣𝑤

𝑏). In this figure, �̅�𝑤
𝑏   is the threshold value below which spouse w chooses to 

work in state b. Therefore, the area between 0 and �̅�𝑤
𝑏  below the pdf is the aggregate labor supply of spouses in state b, 𝑒𝑤

𝑏 = 𝐹(�̅�𝑤
𝑠 ). This is the 

shaded area in panel A. When government transfers locally change, the threshold changes by 
𝜕�̅�𝑤

𝑏

𝜕𝑏𝑏
 and the approximated change in w’s labor supply is 

the shaded area in Panel B, 𝑓(�̅�𝑤
𝑏) × |

𝜕�̅�𝑤
𝑏

𝜕𝑏𝑏
|. Hence, the relative within-state change in labor force participation can be approximated by 

(𝑓(�̅�𝑤
𝑏) × |

𝜕�̅�𝑤
𝑏

𝜕𝑏𝑏
|) 𝐹(�̅�𝑤

𝑏)⁄ , which is exactly the semi-elasticity of participation, 𝑒𝑤
𝑏 , with respect to benefits, 𝑏𝑏. That is, 

𝜀(𝑒𝑤
𝑏 , 𝑏𝑏)/𝑏𝑏 = (𝑓(�̅�𝑤

𝑏) × |
𝜕�̅�𝑤

𝑏

𝜕𝑏𝑏
|) 𝐹(�̅�𝑤

𝑏)⁄ .  



FIGURE 9 

Welfare Implications 

(a) Widows’ Labor Force Participation and Government Transfers around the Death of Their Spouse by Age Group 

 

 

 
Notes: These figures plot outcomes for survivors around the death of their spouse by age group. Panels A.1 and A.2 plot outcomes for widows over age 67 whose 

husbands died between 1985 and 2011. Panel A.1 plots their labor force participation, and Panel A.2 plots the benefits they received from the Old-Age Pension 

program. Panels A.3 and A.4 plot outcomes for widows under age 67 (the age at which the Social Disability Insurance transitions into the Old-Age Pension) in years 

prior to 1994 (when there is a data break in the reporting method of benefits received through Social Disability Insurance). Panel A.3 plots their labor force 

participation, and Panel A.4 plots their take-up of survivors benefits through the Social Disability Insurance program. The x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, 

normalized to period 0. For the treatment group, period 0 is when the actual shock occurs; for the control group, period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their 

actual shock occurs in period 5). The dashed gray line plots the behavior of the control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the level of the control 

group’s outcome to the pre-shock level of the treatment group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue line and squares. The red line and 

circles plot the behavior of the treatment group. 
 

(b) Welfare Gains from Survivors Benefits within the Social Disability Insurance Program 

 
Notes: This figure plots the marginal benefit from transfers to widows within the Social Disability Insurance program. The x-axis denotes the benefit level, 𝑏𝑏 , 

measured in Danish Kroner (DKK), and the y-axis denotes the marginal benefit, 𝑀𝐵(𝑏𝑏 ). The vertical dashed line at DKK 65,000 ($8,115) denotes the mean benefits 

transferred to widows who are on the program. It represents a net replacement rate (denoted by “net rr” in the figure) of 0.648 relative to the mean pre-shock annual 

earnings of deceased spouses who worked before they died. To convert the monetary values into net replacement rates out of the deceased spouse's pre-shock earnings, 

we calculate the average earnings in t = -1 for deceased spouses who had positive earnings in the year before they died. The average is DKK 170,000 ($21,250), which 

implies net wage earnings of DKK 100,300 ($12,538) using an average labor income tax rate of 41% (OECD estimates). The vertical dashed line at DKK 66,500 

($8,300) denotes the benefit level that sets the marginal benefit to zero. It represents a net replacement rate (denoted by “net rr” in the figure) of 0.663. Using our model, 

this suggests that for widows under 67 the current levels are near optimal.    

             (1) Labor Force Participation of Widows over Age 67                                (2) Old-Age Pension Benefits 

 

              

            (3) Labor Force Participation of Widows under Age 67          (4) Take-Up of Survivors Benefits through Social DI 



APPENDIX FIGURE 1 

Life-Cycle Labor Force Participation of the Unaffected Spouses in the Death Event Sample 

 

 
Notes: This figure displays the life-cycle labor force participation of the unaffected spouses that are included in the death event sample (i.e., 

individuals whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011). The observations include the pre-shock periods (specifically, periods -5 

to -2). The sharp drop at age 60 corresponds to eligibility for the Voluntary Early Retirement Pension (VERP). The figure shows the complex life-

cycle trends in labor supply and illustrates why an extrapolation based on behavior in previous years is a poor predictor of future behavior. 

 

  



APPENDIX FIGURE 2 

Labor Supply Responses of Survivors under Age 60 to the Death of Their Spouse  
 (a) Labor Force Participation 

 
 

(b) Full-Time Employment                                                              (c) Part-Time Employment 

 

 
 

Notes: These figures plot labor supply responses of survivors under age 60 to the death of their spouse. The sample includes individuals under 60 

whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. Panel A depicts labor force participation; Panels B and C depict the fraction of 

surviving spouses who are employed full time and part time, respectively. The pictures are constructed from ATP data available for workers under 

60. Full-time employment is defined as working at least 30 hours per week all 12 months of the calendar year (“full-time full-year”); part-time 

employment is defined as working at some point during the year, but either fewer than 30 hours per week or fewer than 12 months within the 

calendar year. The x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, normalized to period 0. For the treatment group, period 0 is when the actual shock 

occurs; for the control group, period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their actual shock occurs in period 5). The dashed gray line plots the 

behavior of the control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the level of the control group’s outcome to the pre-shock level of the 

treatment group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue line and squares. The red line and circles plot the behavior of the 

treatment group. 

  



APPENDIX FIGURE 3 

Survivors’ Health-Care Utilization around the Death of Their Spouse 

(a) Health-Care Costs 

 
(b) Prescriptions for Antidepressants 

 
Notes: These figures plot measures of survivors’ health-care use around the death of their spouse. The sample includes individuals born between 

1930 and 1950 (for whom we have data on drug prescriptions) whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. Panel A depicts 

overall expenditure on primary medical care, and Panel B depicts the prescription rate for antidepressants (Psycholeptics and Psychoanaleptics). The 

x-axis denotes time with respect to the shock, normalized to period 0. For the treatment group, period 0 is when the actual shock occurs; for the 

control group, period 0 is when a “placebo shock” occurs (while their actual shock occurs in period 5). The dashed gray line plots the behavior of the 

control group. To ease the comparison of trends, we normalize the level of the control group’s outcome to the pre-shock level of the treatment 

group’s outcome. This normalized counterfactual is displayed by the blue line and squares. The red line and circles plot the behavior of the treatment 

group. 

 



TABLE 1 

Summary Statistics of Analysis Sample 

 

   Death Event Sample  Health Shock Sample 

  
All Ages 

(1) 

Under 60 

(2) 

 Under 60 

(3) 

  Treatment Control Treatment Control  Treatment Control 

 Characteristics        

 Year of Observation 1993.13 1993.09 1992.74 1992.75  1991.83 1991.95 

Unaffected Spouse Age 62.86 62.27 47.60 47.48  45.69 45.30 

 Education (months) 118.66 119.94 129.19 129.38  130.94 132.48 

 Percent female 0.6937 0.6632 0.7485 0.7485  0.7551 0.7367 

Affected Spouse Age 64.84 64.01 52.51 52.14  47.80 47.27 

 Education (months) 123.57 124.05 131.80 132.22  134.90 136.31 

 Outcomes        

Unaffected Spouse Participation 0.3474 0.3719 0.7389 0.7445  0.7709 0.7820 

 Earnings (DKK) 62,455 67,452 160,799 162,094  163,336 168,311 

Affected Spouse Participation 0.2723 0.3211 0.6033 0.6560  0.7621 0.7790 

 Earnings (DKK) 51,579 61,791 143,118 158,447  198,723 204,191 

Number of Households 310,720 409,190 55,103 80,578  37,432 54,926 

       

Notes: This table presents means of key variables in our analysis sample. All monetary values are reported in nominal Danish Kroner (DKK) 

deflated to 2000 prices using the consumer price index. In this year the exchange rate was approximately DKK 8 per US $1. For each event, the 

treatment group comprises households that experienced a shock in different years, to which we match households that experienced the same 

shock five years later as a control group (Δ=5). Columns 1 and 2 report statistics for the death event sample of households in which a spouse 

died of any cause between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. Column 1 reports statistics for the entire sample, and Column 2 reports statistics 

for the sub-sample of surviving spouses under age 60. Column 3 reports statistics for the health event sample. It includes households in which 

one spouse experienced a heart attack or a stroke between 1985 and 2011 and survived for at least three years, and in which both spouses were 

under age 60. The values reported in the table are based on data from two periods before the shock occurred (period t = -2). 

 
  



TABLE 2 

Survivors’ Labor Supply Responses to the Death of Their Spouse 
 

A. Surviving Spouses of All Ages 

 Widowers  Widows 

Dependent variable: Participation 

(1) 

Participation 

(2) 

Earnings 

(3) 

Earnings 

(4) 

 Participation 

(5) 

Participation 

(6) 

Earnings 

(7) 

Earnings 

(8) 

Treat × Post 
-.0016 -.0017 -939* -906**  .0188*** .0164*** 2,957*** 2,707*** 
(.0017) (.0016) (485) (448)  (.0011) (.0010) (201) (188) 

Household FE X X X X  X X X X 

Year and Age FE  X  X   X  X 

Number of Obs. 1,397,030 1,397,030 1,397,030 1,397,030  2,919,946 2,919,946 2,919,946 2,919,946 

Number of Households 232,973 232,973 232,973 232,973  486,890 486,890 486,890 486,890 

 

B. Surviving Spouses under 60 

 Widowers  Widows 

Dependent variable: Participation 

(1) 

Participation 

(2) 

Earnings 

(3) 

Earnings 

(4) 
 
Participation 

(5) 

Participation 

(6) 

Earnings 

(7) 

Earnings 

(8) 

Treat × Post 
-.0075** -.0071** -7,902*** -7,730***  .0207*** .0219*** 4,093*** 4,423*** 

(.0036) (.0036) (1444) (1439)  (.0023) (.0023) (522) (516) 

Household FE X X X X  X X X X 

Year and Age FE  X  X   X  X 

Number of Obs. 203,569 203,569 204,438 204,438  607,437 607,437 608,742 608,742 

Number of Households 34,104 34,104 34,118 34,118  101,529 101,529 101,562 101,562 

 
Notes: This table reports the differences-in-differences estimates of the surviving spouses’ labor supply responses (equation (6)). The sample 

includes individuals whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011. The treatment group comprises households that 

experienced the shock in different years, to which we match households that experienced the same shock five years later as a control group 

(Δ=5). Panel A reports the responses of all survivors by gender, where widowers are those who lost their wives and widows are those who lost 

their husbands. Panel B reports the responses of survivors under 60 by gender. The pre-shock periods include periods -5 to -3. The post-shock 

periods include periods 2 to 4. Robust standard errors clustered at the household level are reported in parentheses. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



TABLE 3 

Survivors’ Labor Force Participation Responses to the Death of Their Spouse by the Degree of Income Loss 

 
A. Surviving Spouses of All Ages 

1. Baseline Regression Both Genders 

(1) 

Widowers 

(2) 

Widows 

(3) 

Treat × Post 
0.1265*** 0.1220*** 0.1170*** 

(0.0023)  (0.0042) (0.0027) 

Treat × Post × 

Replacement Rate 

-0.1889*** -0.1894***    -0.1744*** 

(0.0035) (0.0061) (0.0044) 

Number of Obs. 4,288,621 1,387,615 2,901,006 

Number of Households 714,892 231,318 483,574 

    

2. Regression with Interactions Both Genders 

(1) 

Widowers 

(2) 

Widows 

(3) 

Treat × Post × 

Replacement Rate 

-0.1989*** -0.2021*** -0.1927*** 

(.0045) (.0081) (.0056) 

Number of Obs. 2,741,690 821,742 1,919,948 

Number of Households 459,622 137,724 321,898 

    Regression 1 for Sub-Sample of Regression 2  

Treat × Post × 

Replacement Rate 

-0.1922*** 

(.0043) 

-0.1918*** 

(.0077) 

-0.1832*** 

(.0054) 

B. Surviving Spouses under 60 

1. Baseline Regression Both Genders 

(1) 

Widowers 

(2) 

Widows 

(3) 

Treat × Post 
0.0883*** 0.0652*** 0.0954*** 

(0.0054) (0.0125) (0.0063) 

Treat × Post × 

Replacement Rate 

-0.1270*** -0.1081*** -0.1338*** 

(0.0083) (0.0168) (0.0101) 

Number of Obs. 803,158 201,487 601,671 

Number of Households 134,199 33,720 100,479 

    

2. Regression with Interactions Both Genders 

(1) 

Widowers 

(2) 

Widows 

(3) 

Treat × Post × 

Replacement Rate 

-0.1481*** -0.1375*** -0.1499*** 

(0.0091) (0.0186) (.0110) 

Number of Obs. 704,370 173,620 530,750 

Number of Households 118,812 29,288 89,524 

    Regression 1 for Sub-Sample of Regression 2  

Treat × Post × 

Replacement Rate 

-0.1377*** 

(.0088) 

-0.1236*** 

(.0184) 

-0.1430*** 

(.0107) 

 
Notes: This table reports the interaction of the treatment effect of the death of a spouse with the household’s post-shock income replacement rate 

(equation (7)). The sample includes individuals whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011.The treatment group comprises 

households that experienced the shock in different years, to which we match households that experienced the same shock five years later as a 

control group (Δ=5). Panel A reports estimates for the sample of all survivors by gender; Panel B reports estimates for the sample of survivors 

under age 60 by gender. In each panel, we report estimates of two specifications. Specification 1 in each panel estimates a baseline differences-

in-differences specification which interacts the treatment effect with the replacement rate variable. This replacement rate is calculated as follows. 

First, we fix the surviving spouse's labor income, Social Disability and Social Security benefits as well as sick-pay benefits at their pre-shock 

levels (in period -1). Then, we calculate the ratio of this adjusted household income in period 1 (post-shock) to that in period -1 (pre-shock), and 

normalize it by the average ratio for the control group in order to account for calendar year trends as well as for life-cycle effects. Specification 2 

in each panel extends specification 1 to include interactions of the treatment effect with additional household characteristics: age dummies for 

the surviving spouse, dummies for the age of the deceased at the year of death, year dummies, indicators for the number of children in the 

household as well as the surviving spouse’s months of education (and its square). The results are also robust to the inclusion of a quadratic in the 

household’s net wealth. All the variables that are interacted with “Treat × Post” are interacted with “Treat” and “Post” and enter the regressions 

separately as well. Since there are households with missing values for some of the controls (and are therefore included in the estimation of 

specification 1 but not 2), we show the robustness of our estimate of interest (“Treat × Post × Replacement Rate”) to the inclusion of this set of 

controls by reporting estimates for specification 1 for the sub-sample of households that are included in the estimation of specification 2. All 

specifications include year, age, and household fixed effects. The pre-shock periods include periods -5 to -3. The post-shock periods include 

periods 2 to 4. Robust standard errors clustered at the household level are reported in parentheses. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 



TABLE 4 

Survivors’ Annual Earnings Responses to the Death of Their Spouse 
 

A. Mean Responses by Quintiles of Own Pre-Shock Earnings 

  All Survivors 

(1) 

 Low-Earning Deceased 

(2) 

 High-Earning Deceased 

(3) 

Quintile 1 Treat × Post 6,062*** 

(1,211) 

8,847*** 

(978) 

 7,237*** 

(2,194) 

9,034*** 

(1,784) 

 5,105*** 

(1,481) 

8,565*** 

(1,199) 

Mean Earnings 75,092  58,025  84,202 

Percent Change  8.07% 11.78%  12.47% 15.57%  6.06% 10.17% 

Quintile 2 Treat × Post 5,946*** 

(1,348) 

7,283*** 

(1,070) 

 7,012*** 

(2,530) 

7,120*** 

(2,014) 

 4,919*** 

(1,641) 

6,860*** 

(1,313) 

Mean Earnings 115,830  92,992  123,835 

Percent Change  5.13% 6.26%  7.54% 7.66%  3.97% 5.54% 

Quintile 3 Treat × Post 1,154 

(1,369) 

3,744*** 

(1,049) 

 -667 

(2,505) 

2,341 

(1,893) 

 1,370 

(1,674) 

3,919*** 

(1,305) 

Mean Earnings 148,700  128,151  156,070 

Percent Change  0.78% 2.52%  -0.52% 1.83%  0.88% 2.51% 

Quintile 4 Treat × Post -2,203 

(1,495) 

-934 

(1,157) 

 -2,224 

(2,746) 

-986 

(2,095) 

 -2,644 

(1,818) 

-1,484 

(1,416) 

Mean Earnings 185,311  162,883  192568 

Percent Change  -1.19% -0.50%  -1.37% -0.60%  -1.37% -0.77% 

Quintile 5 Treat × Post -7,494*** 

(1,765) 

-5,846*** 

(1,399) 

 -4,872 

(3,211) 

-3,703 

(2,498) 

 -8,877*** 

(2,170) 

-7,466*** 

(1,718) 

Mean Earnings 239,994  217,992  246,641 

Percent Change  -3.12% -2.45%  -2.23% -1.7%  -3.60% -3.03% 

Household FE X X  X X  X X 

Age and Year FE  X   X   X 

 

B. Mean Responses by Gender 

    

 

Both Genders 

(1) 

Widowers 

(2) 

Widows 

(3) 

Treat × Post    

 

585 

(667) 

-6,623*** 

(1,342) 

3,405*** 

(729) 

Counterfactual Earnings    150,994 163,010 145,969 

Household FE    X X X 

Number of Obs.    686,521 220,125 466,392 

Number of Households    114,462 36,705 77,756 

 
Notes: This table reports the differences-in-differences estimates of the surviving spouses’ annual earnings by the level of their own earnings 

when their spouses died. The sample includes individuals whose spouses died between ages 45 and 80 from 1985 to 2011, where we constrain 

the sample in the following way. First, we exclude surviving spouses whose average labor income before the shock (in periods -5 to -2) was 

lower than their experimental-group-specific 20th percentile. Then, we calculate for each household the pre-shock labor income share of the 

deceased spouse out of the household's overall labor income and include only households in which both spouses were sufficiently attached to the 

labor force; specifically, we keep households for whom the average share was between 0.20 and 0.80. These restrictions allow us to focus on 

households for which there has been some loss of income due to the death of a spouse and in which the surviving spouse earned non-negligible 

labor income both in levels and as a share within the household. In addition, to guarantee that our results are not driven by outliers, we exclude 

households with dying spouses whose mean pre-shock earnings did not fall within their group-specific 5th and 95th percentiles or households 

with unaffected spouses whose mean pre-shock earnings were higher than their group-specific 95th percentile. We divide the remaining sample 

into five equal-sized groups by their pre-shock level of earnings. Panel A separately estimates a differences-in-differences specification for each 

surviving spouses' quintile. Column 1 includes all surviving spouses; Column 2 includes households in which the dying spouses' pre-shock labor 

income fell within the bottom three quintiles of its group-specific distribution, to which we refer as “low-earners”; Column 3 includes 

households in which the dying spouses' pre-shock labor income fell within the top two quintiles, to which we refer as “high-earners”. The 

gradient of survivors’ labor supply responses with respect to their own level of pre-shock earnings is also robust to the inclusion of a quadratic in 

the household’s net wealth. Panel B reports the average treatment effect for this sample. The second row reports the counterfactual outcome 

based on the differences-in-differences estimation. The pre-shock periods include periods -5 to -3. The post-shock periods include periods 2 to 4. 

Robust standard errors clustered at the household level are reported in parentheses. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 



TABLE 5 

Widows’ Labor Force Participation Responses to the Death of Their Spouse by Social Survivors Benefits 

 
Dependent Variable: Widows’ Participation 

Treat × Post × 

Survivors Benefits 

-.0057*** 

(.0020) 

Average Treatment Effect 1.8 pp 

Counterfactual Participation 48.7 pp 

Number of Obs. 364,100 

Number of Clusters 268 

 
Notes: This table reports the interaction of the treatment effect of the death of a spouse with the actual survivors benefits widows received 

through the Social Disability Insurance (Social DI) program (equation (8)). The regression is estimated by two-stage least squares, where the 

instrument for actual benefits is constructed as follows. In each year we calculate for each municipality the average benefits received by non-

working surviving spouses through Social DI. Then, we assign to each widow in the treatment group her respective municipality-year leave-one-

out mean. The sample includes widows under age 67 (the age at which the program transitions into the Old-Age Pension) in years prior to 1994 

(when there is a data break in the reporting method of survivors benefits received through Social DI). The controls included in the estimation are 

municipality unemployment rate and average earnings (and their interaction with “Treat”, “Post”, and “Treat × Post”) as well as age, year, and 

municipality fixed effects. The identifying assumption is that, given our set of controls, the average social survivors benefits transferred to 

widows in a municipality in a given year affects a widow's participation only through its influence on her own survivors benefits receipts. Note 

that the source of variation we use is within municipalities over time since we include municipality and calendar year fixed effects as controls. 

The pre-shock periods include periods -5 to -3. The post-shock periods include periods 2 to 4. Robust standard errors clustered at the 

municipality level are reported in parentheses. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 

 

  



TABLE 6 

Household Responses to Severe Health Shocks in which the Affected Spouse Survived 

 
 Affected Spouse  Household Income  Unaffected Spouse 

Dependent variable: Participation Earnings    Participation Earnings 

 Short 

Run 

Medium 

Run 

Short 

Run 

Medium 

Run 

 Short 

Run 

Medium 

Run 

 Short 

Run 

Medium 

Run 

Short 

Run 

Medium 

Run 

 (1) (2) (3) (4)  (5) (6)  (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Treat × Post 
-.0861*** -.1212*** -29,012*** -36,015***  -12,114*** -18,665***  -.0018    -.0071*** -1,712*** -2,041*** 

(.0023) (.0027) (741) (879)  (2168) (2380)  (.0020) (.0024) (538) (628) 

Household FE X X X X 
 

X X 
 

X X X X 

Counterfactual Post-Shock Mean 

of Dependent Var. 
.7328    .7147    195,433    191,225    

 
503,460    503,318    

 
.7489    .7366     166,216    165,756 

Percent Change -12% -17% -15% -19% 
 

-2.4% -3.7% 
 

0 -1% -1.03% -1.23% 

Percent Change Excluding the 

Unaffected Spouse’s Responses 
    

 
-2.1% -3.3% 

 
    

Number of Obs. 644,699 646,272 
 

645,817 
 

644,359 645,817 

Number of Households 92,349 92,358  92,356  92,324 92,356 

 
Notes: This table reports the differences-in-differences estimates of household labor supply responses to severe health shocks in which the 

affected spouse survived and the effect of these shocks on overall household income (equation (9) in footnote 31). The sample includes 

households in which one spouse experienced a heart attack or a stroke and survived for at least three years, and in which both spouses were 

under age 60. The treatment group comprises households that experienced the shock in different years, to which we match households that 

experienced the same shock five years later as a control group (Δ=5). We allow for differential treatment effects for the “short run” – periods 1 

and 2 – and the “medium run” – period 3, to account for the gradual responses documented in Figure 7. The pre-shock periods include periods -5 

to -2. Household income (Columns 5 and 6) includes income from any source – including earnings, capital income, annuity payouts, and 

benefits from any social program. The third row reports the counterfactual outcome based on the differences-in-differences estimation. Robust 

standard errors clustered at the household level are reported in parentheses. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 

  



APPENDIX TABLE 1 

Labor Force Participation Responses of Widows Who Did Not Work before the Shock 

 
 Mean Spousal 

Labor Force 

Participation 

 

 

(1) 

Spousal 

Participation by 

the Deceased’s 

Employment 

History 

(2) 

Overall Household 

Income by 

the Deceased’s 

Employment 

History 

(3) 

Deceased Did Not Work 

Deceased’s Income 

Less than 10th Percentile 

(4) 

Deceased’s Income 

Less than 5th Percentile 

(5) 

Treat × Post 
0.0132*** 0.0078*** -72,326*** 0.0018 0.0021 

(0.0005)  (0.0005) (841) (0.0012)  (0.0018) 

Treat × Post ×  0.0461*** -59,208***    

Deceased Worked  (0.0027) (6,438)    

Number of Obs. 1,320,908 1,320,908 1,320,908 114,851 57,381 

Number of Households 220,270 220,270 220,270 19,160 9,577 

Number of Treated 

Households with 

Non-Working Deceased 

90,686 90,686 90,686   

Number of Treated 

Households with 

Working Deceased 

11,257 11,257 11,257   

 
Notes: This table reports the differences-in-differences estimates for the labor force participation responses of widows who did not work during 

the five-year period preceding their spouse’s death. The sample includes households in which the husband died between ages 45 and 80 from 

1985 to 2011 and in which he either worked throughout the entire five-year period preceding his death (periods -5 to -1) or did not work 

altogether during this period. The treatment group comprises households that experienced the shock in different years, to which we match 

households that experienced the same shock five years later as a control group (Δ=5). Column 1 reports the simple differences-in-differences 

estimate in a regression in which the outcome variable is spousal labor force participation. Column 2 adds an interaction of the treatment effect 

with an indicator for whether the husband worked before his death. Column 3 runs the same specification as in Column 2 but where the outcome 

variable is the households overall income. Columns 4 and 5 report the spousal labor force participation effect for sub-samples of the households 

in which the husband did not work before his death. Column 4 reports the treatment effect for households in which the non-working deceased’s 

overall income before the shock (periods -3 to -1), including any transfer from government programs, was lower than the 10th percentile of this 

sample’s income distribution; Column 5 reports the treatment effect for households in which the non-working deceased’s overall income before 

the shock was lower than the 5th percentile. All specifications include year, age, and household fixed effects. The pre-shock periods include 

periods -5 to -3. The post-shock periods include periods 2 to 4. Robust standard errors clustered at the household level are reported in 

parentheses. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 

 

 



Appendix A: A Dynami Model of Household Labor Fore Partiipation

The model we analyze in this appendix generalizes our baseline model in two ways. Most importantly,

it analyzes life-yle partiipation deisions using a dynami searh model, whih allows for endogenous

savings. Seond, we extend the one-shok model we analyzed in the text to inlude di�erent and potentially

sequential shoks. In addition, we use the generalized preferene struture of Setion 2.2 in the text and

allow for additional extensions to it as we desribe below.

Setup. We onsider a disrete-time setting in whih households live for T periods {0, 1, ..., T − 1} (where
T is allowed to go to in�nity) and set both the interest rate and the agents' time disount rate to zero for

simpliity. Households onsist of two individuals, w and h. We assume that at time 0 households are in

the �good health� state (state g) in whih h is in good health and works. In eah period, the household

transitions with probability ρt to the �bad health� state (state b) in whih h experienes a health shok and

drops out of the labor fore. Conditional on being sik, h may die in period t with probability λt in whih

ase the household transitions to the state where w is a widow or a widower � state d. In what follows, the

subsript i ∈ {w, h} refers to the spouse and the supersript s ∈ {g, b, d} refers to the state of nature.

At the beginning of the planning period, w does not work and searhes for a job. When w enters period

t in state s without a job she or he hooses searh intensity, eswt, whih we normalize to equal the probability

of �nding a job in the same period. If w �nds a job, the job begins at time t and is assumed to last until

the end of the planning period one found.

1

Individual Preferenes. Let us
it(c

s
it, l

s
it, l

s
jt) represent i's �ow onsumption utility at time t in state s as a

funtion of onsumption, csit, labor fore partiipation, l
s
it, and the other spouse's labor fore partiipation,

lsjt, where
∂us

it

∂csit
> 0 and

∂2us
it

∂(csit)
2 < 0. We denote w's ost of searh e�ort at time t in state s by κs(eswt), whih

we assume to be stritly inreasing and onvex. The relative ost of time invested in searh e�ort aross

states is aptured by θσ(eσwt) ≡ κσ ′(eσwt)/κ
g ′(eσwt), where σ ∈ {b, d}.

Household Preferenes. We assume that the household's per-period utility weights individual utilities

aording to their respetive Pareto weights βw and βh, suh that the household's �ow utility at time t in
state s is βwu

s
wt + βhu

s
ht augmented by w's weighted searh ost βwκ

s(eswt) when w is unemployed. We

assume equal Pareto weights and normalize ud
ht = 0. In the following analysis we suppress the dependene

of the onsumption utility on partiipation for ease of notation only.

Poliy Tools. The planner observes the state of nature as well as the employment status of eah spouse.

Sine some spouses work and earn more than others do, the optimal poliy is dependent on whether the

spouse is employed. We denote the tax on spouse i's labor inome in state g by T g
i and the bene�ts given

to non-working spouses in state g by bg. In state σ ∈ {b, d}, households in whih the una�eted spouse,

w, works reeive transfers of the amount Bσ
and households in whih w does not work reeive bene�ts of

the amount bσ. We denote taxes by T ≡ (T g
w, T

g
h ) and bene�ts by B ≡ (bg, Bb, bb, Bd, bd), and let Bs(lswt)

represent the atual transfers reeived by a household in state s as a funtion of w's partiipation.
Household's Problem. The household's hoies inlude the alloation of onsumption to eah spouse, csit,

as well as w's searh e�ort if w is unemployed, eswt. In eah period, w's employment status, lswt, determines

the household's inome �ow, yst (l
s
wt), suh that yst (l

s
wt) = z̄sht× lsht+ z̄swt× lswt+Bs(lswt), where zit is i's labor

inome and z̄sit = zit − T s
i is i's labor inome net of taxes in state s (with T σ

i = 0, σ ∈ {b, d}). This implies

that eah period's onsumption as well as the next period's wealth � where we denote assets in period t by
At � are funtions of w's partiipation, whih we denote by csit(l

s
wt) and At+1(l

s
wt), respetively. Therefore,

the value funtion for households in state s who enter period t when w is without a job and with household

assets At is

V s,0
t (B, T,At) ≡ max







eswt

(

us
h
(cs

ht
(1)) + us

w(cswt(1)) +W s,1
t+1

(B, T,At+1(1))
)

+(1 − eswt)
(

us
h
(cs

ht
(0)) + us

w(cswt(0)) +W s,0
t+1

(B, T, At+1(0))
)

− κs
w(eswt)







,

where the budget onstraints satisfy

csht(l
s
wt) + cswt(l

s
wt) +At+1(l

s
wt) = At + yst (l

s
wt),

1

This simpli�es the algebra of the analysis. We later allow for job separations suh that employment is absorbing within a

health state but not aross health states.

1



and W
s,lswt

t+1 (B, T,At+1) are the ontinuation value funtions whih depend on whether the job searh was

suessful or not in time t. The ontinuation funtions are de�ned by

W
g,lgwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1) ≡ (1− ρt+1)V
g,lgwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1) + ρt+1V
b,lgwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1),

W
b,lbwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1) ≡ (1 − λt+1)V
b,lbwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1) + λt+1V
d,lbwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1),

W
d,ldwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1) ≡ V
d,ldwt

t+1 (B, T,At+1),

where V s,1
t (B, T,At) is the value of entering period t when w is employed in state s whih is de�ned by

V s,1
t (B, T,At) ≡ max

{

us
h(c

s
ht(1)) + us

w(c
s
wt(1)) +W s,1

t+1 (B, T,At+1(1))
}

.

The optimal searh e�ort is hosen aording to the �rst-order ondition

(

us
h(c

s
ht(1)) + us

w(c
s
wt(1)) +W s,1

t+1(B, T,At+1(1)
)

−
(

us
h(c

s
ht(0)) + us

w(c
s
wt(0)) +W s,0

t+1(B, T,At+1(0))
)

= κs
w

′(eswt),

(1)

where the e�et of a $1 inrease in the bene�t level bs on searh intensity in state s is

∂eswt

∂bs
= −

1

κs
w

′′(eswt)

(

us
w

′(cswt(0)) +
∂W s,0

t+1

∂bs

)

. (2)

Planner's Problem. We de�ne the household's expeted utility at the beginning of the planning period

by J0(B, T ) ≡ (1− ρ0)V
g,0
0 (B, T,A0)+ ρ0V

b,0
0 (B, T,A0). The soial planner's objetive is to hoose the tax-

and-bene�t system that maximizes the household's expeted utility subjet to a balaned-budget onstraint.

For simpliity, we assume there is some expeted revenue olleted from eah household and study the

optimal redistribution of this revenue. We abstrat from the spei� way in whih revenue is olleted (or,

similarly, assume a lump-sum tax that is determined outside of our problem) sine our fous is on the bene�ts

from soial insurane and not its �sal-externality osts. The perturbations we study involve inreasing bσ,
σ ∈ {b, d}, by lowering bg. Therefore, to further simplify the analysis we assume that Bb = Bd = 0, as well
as that bd = 0 when we perturb bb and that bb = 0 when we perturb bd.

Let Ds
denote the expeted share of the household's life-time in state s and let êsw denote the onditional

probability of w being employed if observed in state s. To onstrut the budget onstraint, onsider randomly

hoosing a household at a random point in its life-yle. The probability of hoosing a household in state s is
Ds

and, hene, the probability of hoosing a household in state s in whih w is unemployed is Ds× (1− êsw).
If the government ollets revenues of the amount r per household, a balaned budget requires that the

expeted transfer to a random household is equal to this amount. That is, Dg (1− êgw) b
g +Db

(

1− êbw
)

bb +

Dd
(

1− êdw
)

bd = r. Hene, the planner hooses the bene�t levels B that solve

max
B

J0(B, T ) s.t.Dg (1− êgw) b
g +Db

(

1− êbw
)

bb +Dd
(

1− êdw
)

bd = r. (3)

Optimal Soial Insurane

We onsider the optimal distribution of bene�ts to households with non-working spouses aross health states

σ and g (σ ∈ {b, d}). First, onsider a $1 inrease in bb �naned by lowering bg. The net welfare gain from

this perturbation is

dJ0(T,B)

dbb
= Qb

1 +Qb
2

dbg

dbb
, (4)

where Qb
1 =

(

ρ0
∂V b,0

0

∂bb + (1− ρ0)
∂V g,0

0

∂bb

)

and Qb
2 =

(

ρ0
∂V b,0

0

∂bg + (1− ρ0)
V g,0
0

∂bg

)

. The following proposition

provides an approximated formula for the normalized version of this gain.
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Proposition A1.

Under a loally quadrati approximation of the e�ort funtion κg
w(e

g
wt) around egw0 and assuming that the

ratio θb(ebwt) is loally onstant at êbw0, the marginal bene�t from raising bb by $1 is

Mw(b
b) ∼= MB(bb)−MC(bb),

with

1. MB(bb) ≡ Lb+M b+Sb
, where Lb ≡

êbw0−egw0

egw0
,M b ≡

(

|ε(êbw0,b
b)|/bb

|ε(egw0,b
g)|/bg

− 1

)

êbw0

egw0
, Sb ≡

(

θb − 1
) (

1 + Lb +M b
)

,

ε(x, y) ≡ ∂x
∂y

y
x , θ

b ≡ θb(êbw0), e
g
w0 is w's partiipation rate at the beginning of the planning period, and

êbw0 is w's mean partiipation rate in households that transition to state b.

2. MC(bb) ≡ βb
0 + βb

1ǫ(1 − êgw, b
p) + βb

2ǫ(1 − êpw, b
p), where the oe�ients βb

0, β
b
1, and βb

2 are funtions

of the transition probabilities, average partiipation rates, and bene�ts and ǫ(x, y) ≡ dx
dy

y
x .
2

Proof.

The general logi of the proof is to haraterize the derivatives of the value funtions in their sequential

problem representation � that is, as a sum of derivatives over time and over di�erent states of nature. To do

so, we work bakwards from period T − 1 to period 0. Taylor approximations then lead to our results.

We begin by providing expressions for

∂V b,0
0

∂bb
and

∂V g,0
0

∂bb
in order to haraterize Qb

1. First, we have

that

∂V
b,0
t

∂bb
= (1 − ebwt)

(

ub
w

′(cbwt(0)) +
∂W

b,0
t+1

∂bb

)

and

∂W
b,0
t+1

∂bb
= (1 − λt+1)

∂V
b,0
t+1

∂bb
, whih imply that

∂V
b,0
t

∂bb
= (1 −

ebwt)

(

ub
w

′(cbwt(0)) + (1 − λt+1)
∂V

b,0
t+1

∂bb

)

. Working bakwards one an show that

∂V
b,0
t

∂bb
= (1 − ebwt)

[

ub
w

′(cbwt(0)) +

∑T−1

i=t+1

(

∏i
j=t+1

(1− ebwj)(1 − λj)
)

(

ub
w

′(cbwi(0))
)]

.

Next, sine

∂Wg,1
t+1

∂bb = 0 we obtain

∂V g,0
t

∂bb = (1 − egwt)
∂Wg,0

t+1

∂bb , where

∂W
g,0
t+1

∂bb
= (1 − ρt+1)

∂V
g,0
t+1

∂bb
+ ρt+1

∂V
b,0
t+1

∂bb
.

Therefore, we get that

∂V
g,0
t

∂bb
= (1−egwt)(1−ρt+1)

∂V
g,0
t+1

∂bb
+(1−egwt)ρt+1

∂V
b,0
t+1

∂bb
, whih implies by working bakwards

from period T − 1 to period 0 that

∂V
g,0
t

∂bb
= (1− egwt)

∑T−1

i=t+1

(

∏i−1

j=t+1
(1− egwj)(1 − ρj)

)

ρi
∂V

b,0
i

∂bb
.

Putting the terms together, it follows that

Qb
1 =

(

ρ0
∂V b,0

0

∂bb
+ (1− ρ0)

∂V g,0
0

∂bb

)

=

T−1
∑

i=0





i−1
∏

j=0

(1− egwj)(1− ρj)ρi





∂V b,0
i

∂bb
. (5)

Using equation (2) and

∂V
b,0
t

∂bb
= (1 − ebwt)

(

ub
w

′(cbwt(0)) +
∂W

b,0
t+1

∂bb

)

, we get that

∂V
b,0
t

∂bb
= −κb

w
′′(ebwt)

∂ebwt

∂bb
(1 − ebwt).

Plugging this expression into (5) yields the following result

Qb
1 = −

T−1
∑

i=0





i−1
∏

j=0

(1− egwj)(1 − ρj)ρi



 (1− ebwi)κ
b
w

′′(ebwi)
∂ebwi

∂bb
. (6)

To understand the meaning of this formula let us break it down into its omponents. First, note that it is

a weighted sum of a funtion of the hange in e�ort (or partiipation rate),

∂ebwi

∂bb
. The weight, the term in

brakets, is the probability of reahing period i with w unemployed and transitioning to state b exatly in

2

Spei�ally, βb
0
≡

σbDb
(

1−êbw

)

−Dg(1−êgw)
Dg(1−ê

g
w)

, βb
1
≡ σb bg

bb
, and βb

2
≡ σb

Db
(

1−êbw

)

Dg(1−ê
g
w)

, where σb ≡ (1− p0) (1 − egw0
)/ρ(1 − êbw0

)

and ρ ≡
∑T−1

i=0

(

∏i−1

j=0
(1− ρj)ρi

)

. Note that the elastiities in MC(bb) onsist of the total e�et of inreasing bp, whih takes

into aount the e�et of lowering the level of the �naning tool, bg. Also note that with forward-looking households, transfers

in states not yet enountered an have e�ets through ex-ante responses. For example, individuals in state g an lower labor

supply and savings today in response to larger bene�ts in state b.

3



that period. For households that transition to state b in period i when w is employed, the hange in e�ort

and partiipation rates is zero (beause they stay employed and do not engage in searh e�ort). Therefore,

dividing the probability weights by the hane of transitioning to state b at some point throughout the

planning horizon, ρ ≡
∑T−1

i=0

(

∏i−1
j=0(1 − ρj)ρi

)

, and rewriting (6) in terms of elastiities (with ε(x, y) ≡ ∂x
∂y

y
x )

yield Qb
1 = ρEb

{

(1− ēbw0)κ
b
w

′′(ēbw0)
∣

∣ε(ēbw0, b
b)
∣

∣

ēbw0

bb

}

≡ ρEb(g(ē
b
w0)), where ēpw0 denotes partiipation in the

period the household transitions to state b and Eb is the expetation operator onditional on being in state b.
By expanding g(e) around w's average partiipation in households in whih h beomes sik � whih we denote

by êbw0 � suh that g(e) ∼= g(êbw0)+ g′(êbw0)(e− êbw0), we approximate Eb(g(ē
b
w0))

∼= Eb(g(ê
b
w0)) = g(êbw0) and

obtain the approximation

Qb
1
∼= ρ(1− êbw0)κ

b
w

′′(êbw0)
∣

∣ε(êbw0, b
b)
∣

∣

êbw0

bb
. (7)

We now turn to provide expressions for

∂V b,0
0

∂bg and

V g,0
0

∂bg in order to haraterize Qb
2. Sine households

that transitioned to state b either stay in state b or transition to state d, we have that

∂V b,0
0

∂bg = 0. In

addition,

V g,0
t

∂bg = (1 − egwt)

(

ug
w

′(cgw(0)) +
∂Wg,0

t+1

∂bg

)

, whih ombined with equation (2) yields

V g,0
t

∂bg = −(1 −

egwt)
(

κg
w

′′(egwt)
∂egwt

∂bg

)

. Put together, we get that

Qb
2 = (1− ρ0) (1− egw0)κ

g
w

′′(egw0) |ε(e
g
w0, b

g)|
egw0

bg
. (8)

To omplete the proof we need to alulate

dbg

dbb . Total di�erentiation of the simpli�ed budget onstraint

Dg (1− êgw) b
g +Db

(

1− êbw
)

bb = r with respet to bb gives us

dbg

dbb
= −

bg

bb
ǫ(1− êgw, b

b)−
Db
(

1− êbw
)

Dg (1− êgw)
ǫ(1− êbw, b

b)−
Db
(

1− êbw
)

Dg (1− êgw)
, (9)

where ǫ(x, y) ≡ dx
dy

y
x . Plugging (7), (8), and (9) into (4), using a quadrati approximation of the e�ort

funtion κg(egwt) around egw0 and assuming that the ratio θb(ebwt) is loally onstant at êbw0, we obtain the

approximated formula for the normalized welfare gain Mw(b
p) ≡

dJ0(T,B)

dbb
/ρ(1−êbw0)

∂J0(T,B)
∂bg

/(1−ρ0)(1−egw0)
that is stated in the

proposition, whih ompletes the proof. �

Next, onsider a $1 inrease in bd �naned by lowering bg. We analyze this perturbation separately

from the former sine the sequential nature of the model requires a more areful investigation of transfers to

di�erent �bad� states (as shown in the following proof), although the approximated formulas turn out to be

oneptually similar. The net welfare gain from this perturbation is

dJ0(T,B)

dbd
= Qd

1 +Qd
2

dbg

dbd
, (10)

where Qd
1 =

(

ρ0
∂V b,0

0

∂bd
+ (1− ρ0)

∂V g,0
0

∂bd

)

and Qd
2 =

(

ρ0
∂V b,0

0

∂bg + (1− ρ0)
V g,0
0

∂bg

)

. We present the approximated

formula in the following proposition.

Proposition A2.

Under a loally quadrati approximation of the e�ort funtion κg
w(e

g
wt) around egw0 and assuming that the

ratio θd(edwt) is loally onstant at êdw0, the marginal bene�t from raising bd by $1 is

Mw(b
d) ∼= MB(bd)−MC(bd),

with

4



1. MB(bd) ≡ Ld+Md+Sd
, where Ld ≡

êdw0−egw0

egw0
,Md ≡

(

|ε(êdw0,b
d)|/bd

|ε(egw0,b
g)|/bg

− 1

)

êdw0

egw0
, Sd ≡

(

θd − 1
) (

1 + Ld +Md
)

,

ε(x, y) ≡ ∂x
∂y

y
x , θ

d ≡ θd(êdw0), e
g
w0 is w's partiipation rate at the beginning of the planning period, and

êdw0 is w's mean partiipation rate in households that transition to state d.

2. MC(bd) ≡ βd
0 + βd

1ǫ(1− êgw, b
d) + βd

2ǫ(1− êdw, b
d), where the oe�ients βd

0 , β
d
1 , and βd

2 are funtions

of the transition probabilities, average partiipation rates, and bene�ts and ǫ(x, y) ≡ dx
dy

y
x .
3

Proof.

We �rst �nd expressions for

∂V b,0
0

∂bd and

∂V g,0
0

∂bd in order to haraterize Qd
1. With

∂V b,0
t

∂bd = (1 − ebwt)

(

∂W b,0
t+1

∂bd

)

and

∂W b,0
t+1

∂bd
= (1 − λt+1)

∂V b,0
t+1

∂bd
+ λt+1

∂V d,0
t+1

∂bd
we have that

∂V b,0
t

∂bd
= (1 − ebwt)

(

(1− λt+1)
∂V b,0

t+1

∂bd
+ λt+1

∂V d,0
t+1

∂bd

)

.

Working bakwards from period T−1 to period 0 one an show that

∂V b,0
t

∂bd
=
∑T−1

i=t+1

∏i−1
j=t(1−ebwj)

∏i−1
j=t+1(1−

λj)λj
∂V d,0

i

∂bd
.

In state g we have
∂V g,0

t

∂bd
= (1−egwt)

(

∂Wg,0
t+1

∂bd

)

and

∂Wg,0
t+1

∂bd
= ρt+1

∂V b,0
t+1

∂bd
+(1−ρt+1)

∂V g,0
t+1

∂bd
, whih imply that

∂V g,0
t

∂bd
= (1 − egwt)

(

ρt+1
∂V b,0

t+1

∂bd
+ (1 − ρt+1)

∂V g,0
t+1

∂bd

)

. De�ne the probability of transitioning to state d exatly

at time i while w is unemployed by µd,0
i (whih takes into aount all the possible transition paths). Then,

ombining the results so far one an show by working bakwards that Qd
1 =

(

ρ0
∂V b,0

0

∂bd + (1− ρ0)
∂V g,0

0

∂bd

)

=
∑T−1

i=t µd,0
i Eµd,u

i

[

∂V d.0
i

∂bd

]

, where Eµd,0
i

is the expetation operator onditional on arriving at period i with w

unemployed and transitioning to state d then (taken over all possible paths).

Sine

∂V d.1
t

∂bd = 0 we have that

∂V d.0
t

∂bd = (1 − edwt)
(

ud
w

′(cdwt(0)) +
∂V d.0

t+1

∂bd

)

. Combined with (2) it an be

expressed as

∂V d.0
t

∂bd
= −(1− edwt)κ

d
w

′′(edwt)
dedwt

dbd
. Putting the terms together we obtain

Qd
1 =

T−1
∑

i=t

µd,0
i Eµd,0

i

[

(1− edwi)κ
d
wi

′′(edwi)
∣

∣ε(edwi, b
d)
∣

∣

edwi

bd

]

. (11)

De�ne the probability of transitioning to state d in period i by µd
i and note that for those households

who arrive at this period with w employed the hange in partiipation is zero. Dividing the probabilities

in (11) by the hane of transitioning to state d at some point, λ ≡
∑T−1

i=0 µd
i , we an rewrite Qd

1 as

Qd
1 = λEλ

{

(1− ēdw0)κ
d
w

′′(ēdw0)
∣

∣ε(edwi, b
d)
∣

∣

ēdw0

bd

}

≡ λEλ(g(ē
d
w0)), where ēdw0 denotes partiipation in the

period the household transitions to state d and Eλ is the expetation operator onditional on being in state

d. Expanding g(e) around w's average partiipation upon the transition to state d � whih we denote by êdw0

� we an approximate Qd
1 by

Qd
1
∼= λ(1 − êdw0)κ

d
w

′′(êdw0)
∣

∣ε(êdw0, b
d)
∣

∣

êdw0

bd
. (12)

In addition, as in the proof of Proposition A1

Qd
2 =

(

ρ0
∂V b,0

0

∂bg
+ (1− ρ0)

V g,0
0

∂bg

)

= (1− ρ0) (1 − egw0)κ
g
w

′′(egw0) |ε(e
g
w0, b

g)|
egw0

bg
. (13)

To omplete the proof we di�erentiate the budget onstraint with respet to bd whih yields

3

Spei�ally, βd
0 ≡

σdDd
(

1−êdw

)

−Dg(1−êgw)
Dg(1−ê

g
w)

, βb
1 ≡ σd bg

bd
, and βb

2 ≡ σd
Dd

(

1−êdw

)

Dg(1−ê
g
w)

, where σd ≡ (1− p0) (1− egw0
)/λ(1− êdw0),

λ ≡
∑T−1

i=0
µd
i , and µd

i is the probability of transitioning to state d in period i.
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dbg

dbd
= −

bg

bd
ǫ(1− êgw, b

d)−
Dd
(

1− êdw
)

Dg (1− êgw)
ǫ(1− êdw, b

d)−
Dd
(

1− êdw
)

Dg (1− êgw)
. (14)

Plugging (12), (13), and (14) into (10), using a quadrati approximation of the e�ort funtion κg(egwt) around
egw0 and assuming that the ratio θd(edwt) is loally onstant at ê

d
w0, we obtain the approximated formula for the

normalized welfare gain Mw(b
d) ≡

dJ0(T,B)

dbd
/λ(1−êdw0)

∂J0(T,B)
∂bg

/(1−ρ0)(1−egw0)
that is stated in the proposition, whih ompletes

the proof. �

Extension: Exogenous Separations

One natural extension of our searh model is to allow for w's employment status to hange at state transitions.

For example, a working w is state g may want to derease her or his labor supply in state b to take are of

the ill h and may deide to quit her or his job and start searhing for a job again in a year or two after the

shok ours. We an extend the model suh that employment is only absorbing within eah health state,

but an be exogenously terminated at rate δt at health-state transitions. To demonstrate how to inlude

this sort of separation, let us reonsider the value of entering period t in state g when w is unemployed. In

this ase, the household's value funtion is

V g,0
t (B, T,At) ≡ max







egwt

(

ug
h
(cg

ht
(1)) + ug

w(cgwt(1)) +W g,1
t+1

(B, T, At+1(1))
)

+(1 − egwt)
(

ug
h
(cg

h
(0)) + ug

w(cgw(0)) +W g,0
t+1

(B, T,At+1(0))
)

− κg
w(egwt)







,

where as before

W g,0
t+1(B, T,At+1) ≡ (1− ρt+1)V

g,0
t+1(B, T,At+1) + ρt+1V

b,0
t+1(B, T,At+1),

but with the adjustment that now

W g,1
t+1(B, T,At+1) ≡ ρt+1

(

(1− δt+1)V
b,1
t+1(B, T,At+1) + δt+1V

b,0
t+1(B, T,At+1)

)

+ (1− ρt+1)V
g,1
t+1(B, T,At+1).

That is, if h beomes sik when w works, there is a probability of δt+1 that w stops working and then renews

her or his searh e�ort. In this ase, it is no longer true that

∂Wg,1
t+1

∂bb
= 0, but rather

∂Wg,1
t+1

∂bb
= ρt+1δt+1

∂V b,0
t+1

∂bb
.

In turn, this implies that in equation (5) one needs to take into aount additional paths to reah period i
with w unemployed and transition to state b exatly in that period. It is no longer merely the probability

of beoming exatly sik in period i and staying unemployed until that period. Rather, it is also the

probability of being employed before period i and then transitioning into state b and beoming unemployed

in that period (with probability δt). However, reall that our �nal formulas inlude expeted values and

averages. Before, those who were employed ontributed a value of zero to the summations. But, now, with

a positive probability they ontribute a non-zero value (beause a fration δt responds on the e�ort margin

as for them employment is not absorbing). Therefore, our formulas remain the same under this extension

suh that welfare is still identi�ed by the means stated in our formulas. The hange is that oneptually

these means inlude additional individuals that respond. The sample moments that one needs to alulate

to reover welfare remain unhanged.

Appendix B: An Intensive-Margin Model of Household Labor Supply

In this appendix we present a baseline stati model that is the intensive-margin ounterpart to the partii-

pation model in the text. The analysis of the dynami version of this model follows the logi of the analysis

in Appendix A and is available from the authors on request. The general onlusion of the dynami model

in the intensive-margin ase is similar to that in the extensive-margin ase � the labor supply responses

that identify the marginal bene�ts from soial insurane are replaed by average labor supply responses.
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For ompleteness, we desribe the full setup of the model although it has lose similarities to the model of

Setion 2.1 in the text.

Setup. Households onsist of two individuals, w and h. We onsider a world with two states of nature:

a �good state� (state g) in whih h is in good health, and a �bad state� (state b) in whih h experienes a

shok. Households spend a share of µg
of their adult life in state g and a share of µb

in state b (µg +µb = 1).
In what follows, the subsript i ∈ {w, h} refers to the spouse and the supersript s ∈ {g, b} refers to the

state of nature.

Individual Preferenes. Let Ui(c
s
i , l

s
i ) represent i's utility as a funtion of onsumption, csi , and labor

supply, lsi , in state s. We assume that

∂Ui

∂csi
> 0, ∂2Ui

∂(csi )
2 < 0, ∂Ui

∂lsi
< 0, and ∂2Ui

∂(lsi )
2 < 0 .

Household Preferenes . We follow the olletive approah to household behavior and assume that

household deisions are Pareto e�ient and an be haraterized as solutions to the maximization of

βwUw(c
s
w, l

s
w)+βhUh(c

s
h, l

s
h), where βw and βh are the Pareto weights on w and h, respetively. For simpliity,

we assume equal Pareto weights (βw = βh = 1), whih is without loss of generality as long as the spouses'

relative bargaining power is stable aross states of nature.

Poliy Tools. Households in state b reeive transfers of the amount B, whih are �naned by a linear

tax rate τsi on i's labor inome in state s. We denote taxes by T ≡ (τgw , τ
g
h , τ

b
w, τ

b
h) and atual transfers by

Bs
suh that Bg = 0 and Bb = B.

Household's Problem. In eah state s the household solves the following problem

V s(B, T,A) ≡ max
csi ,l

s
i

Uh(c
s
h, l

s
h) + Uw(c

s
w, l

s
w)

s.t.: csh + csw = A+ ws
h (1− τsh) l

s
h + ww (1− τsw) l

s
w +Bs,

where A is the household's wealth, ws
h is h's wage rate in state s and ww is w's wage rate. The household's

�rst-order onditions imply that

∂Uh

∂cs
h

= ∂Uw

∂csw
= −∂Uw

∂lsw

1
ww(1−τs

w) . Importantly, note that we allow h to be at

a orner solution in state b � that is, lbh = 0 � and use only w's labor supply �rst-order onditions.

Planner's Problem. The soial planner's objetive is to hoose the tax-and-bene�t system that maximizes

the household's expeted utility, J(B, T ) ≡ µgV g(B, T,A) + µbV b(B, T,A), subjet to the requirement that

expeted bene�ts paid, µbB, equal expeted taxes olleted, µg(τghw
g
hl

g
h + τgwwwl

g
w) + µb(τbhw

b
hl

b
h + τbwwwl

b
w).

Hene, the planner hooses the bene�t level B and taxes T that solve

max
B,T

J(B, T ) s.t. µbB = µg(τghw
g
hl

g
h + τgwwwl

g
w) + µb(τbhw

b
hl

b
h + τbwwwl

b
w). (15)

Optimal Soial Insurane

Consider a $1 inrease in B �naned by an appropriate inrease in taxes, e.g., through τgh . To simplify

notation we assume that τgw = τbh = τbw = 0, whih allows us to obtain onise welfare formulas.

4

The

welfare gain from this perturbation is

dJ(B,T )
dB = µb ∂V b

∂B + µg ∂V g

∂τg

h

dτg

h

dB , whih we normalize by the welfare

gain from raising h's net-of-tax labor inome in state g by $1 (saled by the targeted population) to gain

a ardinal interpretation.

5

Exploiting the envelope theorem (in the di�erentiation of the household's value

funtions) and using the household's �rst-order onditions, we obtain

∂V g

∂τg

h

= −wg
hl

g
h
∂Uw

∂cgw
and

∂V b

∂B = ∂Uw

∂cbw
.

Di�erentiating the budget onstraint with respet to B we get

dτg

h

dB = µb

µgzg

h



1 +
ε(zg

h
,1−τg

h
)

τ
g
h

1−τ
g
h

1−ε(zg

h
,1−τg

h
)

τ
g
h

1−τ
g
h





, where

zgh ≡ wg
hl

g
h is h's taxable inome and ε(zgh, 1 − τgh ) ≡

∂zg

h

∂(1−τg

h
)

1−τg

h

zg

h

is the ommonly estimated net-of-tax

4

Relaxing this assumption would result in additional elastiities in MC(B), whih is de�ned below. In partiular, when

alulating the hange in government revenues, we would need to take into aount any possible margin that an respond to

the hange and is being taxed. For example, if we added taxes on w, we would need to inlude her labor supply responses to

hanges in h's tax rate.

5

The formula for the normalized gain is MW (B) ≡
dJ(B,T )

dB
/µb

∂J(B,T )

∂z
g
h
(1−τ

g
h
)
/µg

, where zg
h
≡ wg

h
lg
h
.
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taxable inome elastiity. Put together, it follows that the normalized welfare gain from a marginal inrease

in B is MW (B) = MB(B)−MC(B), where MB(B) ≡
∂Uw

∂cbw
−

∂Uw

∂c
g
w

∂Uw

∂c
g
w

and MC(B) ≡
ε(zg

h
,1−τg

h
)

τ
g
h

1−τ
g
h

1−ε(zg

h
,1−τg

h
)

τ
g
h

1−τ
g
h

.

Identifying the Bene�ts of Soial Insurane. The identi�ation of the gap in marginal utilities of on-

sumption using the una�eted spouse's labor supply responses in the intensive margin model is summarized

in the following proposition.

Proposition B1. Assuming onsumption-leisure separability,

6

the marginal bene�t from raising B in $1 is

approximately

MB(B) ∼= Lb +M b, (16)

where Lb ≡
lbw−lgw

lgw
, M b ≡ (ϕ− 1)

lbw−lgw
lgw

, and ϕ ≡
∂2Uw/∂(lgw)2

∂Uw/∂lgw
lgw .

Proof. Reall that the household's �rst-order onditions imply that

∂Uh

∂cs
h

= ∂Uw

∂csw
= −∂Uw

∂lsw

1
ww

. This allows us

to map i's marginal utility from onsumption to the una�eted spouse's marginal disutility from labor,

suh that MB(B) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂Uw

∂lbw

∣

∣

∣

∣

−

∣

∣

∣

∂Uw

∂l
g
w

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂Uw

∂l
g
w

∣

∣

∣

. Following Gruber's (1997) analysis for estimating the onsumption

representation of the welfare formulas (see also Chetty and Finkelstein 2013), we take a seond-

order approximation of w's labor disutility funtion around lgw. The onsumption-leisure separability

assumption yields the result. �

Identi�ation of ϕ

In this setion we derive a relationship between ϕ and observable labor supply elastiities. The analysis

uses a similar strategy as that introdued by Chetty (2006) to reover risk aversion � i.e., we reover the

urvature of the labor disutility funtion in the same way that Chetty (2006) reovers the urvature of

the onsumption utility funtion. The intuition for the method is that the extent to whih an individual

responds to hanges in eonomi inentives (wages and inome) is diretly linked to the rate at whih

preferenes hange (over onsumption or labor). To ondut the analysis at the individual level, we use the

�sharing-rule� interpretation of the olletive model as de�ned by Chiappori (1992). That is, we assume that

non-labor inome in state s, denoted by ys, is shared between the members suh that ysw ≡ πs
w(ww, w

s
h, A) is

the amount reeived by w and ysh ≡ ys− πs
w(ww, w

s
h, A) is the amount reeived by h. With these de�nitions,

one an write w's program in state g as

max
cgw,lgw

Uw(c
g
w, l

g
w)

s.t.: cgw = ygw + wwl
g
w.

Sine we are fousing on the analysis of spouse w in state g, we drop spouse subsripts and state supersripts

for onveniene.

The �rst-order onditions of this program imply that wUc(y+wl, l) = −Ul(y+wl, l), where Ux denotes the

partial derivative of U with respet to x. Partially di�erentiating the latter equation with respet to y and w

yields

∂l
∂y = − wUcc+Ucl

w2Ucc+Ull+2wUcl
and

∂l
∂w = − Uc+wlUcc+lUcl

w2Ucc+Ull+2wUcl
.

7

It follows that ϕ ≡ Ull

Ul
l =

1+ε(l,y)wl
y

εc(l,w) + ε(Uc, l),

where ε(l, y) ≡ ∂l
∂y

y
l , ε(l, w) ≡

∂l
∂w

w
l , ε(Uc, l) ≡

Ucl

Uc
l, and εc(l, w) ≡ εl,w − εl,y

wl
y . With onsumption-leisure

separability the formula redues to ϕ =
1+ε(l,y)wl

y

εl,w−εl,y
wl
y

.

6

Reent researh �nds supportive evidene for onsumption-leisure separability � e.g., Aguila, Attanasio, and Meghir (2011)

who �nd no hange in onsumption (de�ned as non-durable expenditure) around retirement. However, omplementarities

between onsumption and leisure an be handled by estimating the ross-partial using the tehnique in Chetty (2006).

7

Note the subtlety that we fous on partial derivatives of the una�eted spouse's behavior with respet to y and w. In

partiular, y is held �xed when we hange w.
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Appendix C: Calibrating Labor Disutility State Dependene for Survivors

Calibration Method . Consider an insurane environment that fully ompensates for onsumption losses

imposed by inome shoks. Normally, this would imply fully ompensating for the household's pre-shok

level of inome. However, in our ase, as the omposition of the household hanges, we need to ask how

muh inome does a surviving spouse need while single to ahieve the same level of onsumption utility that

he or she enjoyed before the shok? The lassi answer to this question is the adult �equivalene sale� (see,

e.g., Blundell and Lewbel 1991), whih is ommonly assumed to lie within the interval (0.5,1). It is less than

1 sine the household beomes a one-person household and is more than 0.5 due to eonomies of sale in

onsumption within a two-person household. We denote the equivalene sale by r0. A diret impliation

of its de�nition is that in the absene of labor disutility state dependene, when θb = 1, the labor fore

partiipation of the surviving spouses would not hange aross states of nature if they reeive r0 of their

pre-shok household inome.

Next, denote the replaement rate that surviving spouses reeive in equilibria in whih their labor supply

does not hange after experiening the shok by req . This is the level of ompensation they are impliitly

willing to aept so that their labor supply would remain the same following the shok.

We show below that the omparison of the two replaement rates, r0 and req , an reveal the degree of

state dependene. Intuitively, if req < r0, survivors are willing to aept less than full ompensation for their

onsumption after the shok to avoid self-insuring through labor supply, whih implies an inrease in its utility

ost, θb > 1. That is, inomplete adjustment of post-shok onsumption (aptured by req) to the onsumption

level whih ahieves the pre-shok level of utility (aptured by r0) implies that labor disutility has inreased.

If req ∼= r0, then state dependene on average is likely to be negligible. To formalize this proedure we use

the following lemma. We denote the household's �onsumption value funtion� for the generalized state-

dependent preferenes of Setion 2.2 in the main text by V s(ys(lsw)) ≡ max us
w(c

s
w) + us

h(c
s
h) s.t. c

s
w + csw =

ys(lsw).

Lemma C1. Let V s(ys(1)) denote the household's onsumption value funtion when w works in state s,

θu ≡ V b ′(yb(1))
V g ′(yb(1)) denote the hange in the marginal value of household inome, and γ ≡ −V g ′′(yg(1))

V g ′(yg(1)) ×

yg(1) denote the household-level pre-shok relative risk aversion. Then, in equilibria in whih w's
labor supply is the same in state g and state b the following holds

θu(1 + γ(1− req)) ∼= θb, (17)

where req ≡ yb(1)/yg(1) is the steady state replaement rate that satis�es this relationship.

Proof. The proof relies on the neessary relationship between household inome streams aross states

of nature in equilibria where labor supply remains unhanged suh that v̄gw = v̄bw, where v̄sw ≡
1
θs [V

s(ys(1))− V s(ys(0))]. See Appendix D for details.

The relationship in (17) has a simple intuition: if labor supply is unhanged when the shok ours, then

the hange in the ost of labor must equal the hange in the marginal utility from inome. The right-hand

side of the equation aptures the hange in the marginal entrant's labor disutility by the de�nition of θb.
The left-hand side evaluates the marginal utility from inome in the new state. It is the baseline pre-shok

marginal utility from inome (normalized to one), augmented by the hange in the marginal utility due to

inome hanges, 1−req, and the urvature of the onsumption value funtion V s(ys(1)), γ (whih is aptured

by the term γ(1− req)). Then, we multiply the resulting expression by the hange in the marginal value of

household inome aross states, θu.
When req is diretly observed (i.e., revealed by individuals' hoies) � as in the ase of widowers who

do not hange their mean partiipation rate when their wife dies � we an reover θb with two simple steps,

whih orrespond to the two steps of the intuitive explanation above. First, sine (17) is satis�ed when θb = 1
and req = r0, we an reover θu by θu = 1/(1 + γ(1− r0)), if we borrow estimates for r0 from the literature

as we disuss below. Seond, we an use θu and the observed req to reover θb by using (17) again, suh

that θb ∼=
1+γ(1−req)
1+γ(1−r0) = 1 + γ(r0−req)

1+γ(1−r0) . This formalizes our intuition: whenever req < r0 � that is, whenever

9



survivors avoid self-insurane through labor supply by willing to reeive less than the ompensation that

gets them bak to their level of onsumption utility before the shok � it follows that self-insurane beame

more ostly when the shok ourred, θb > 1.
When req is not diretly observed by hoies � e.g., when partiipation inreases in response to a shok

as in the ase of widows � we an use the equilibrium responses to onstrut a bound on θb with additional

identifying assumptions, suh as monotoniity as de�ned below.

Assumption (monotoniity). Consider a sub-set of individuals I. For every i ∈ I de�ne the potential

outome Yi(0) to be i's partiipation deision that would be realized were he or she not to experiene a shok

and Yi(1) to be i's partiipation deision that would be realized if he or she were to experiene a shok. If

Yi(1) ≥ Yi(0) for every i ∈ I, we say that monotoniity is satis�ed for I.
Under monotoniity for, say, widows (or widows who experiene large inome losses), the mean inrease

in spousal partiipation is driven by individuals who swith from working to not working (�ompliers�),

while the remaining spouses either keep working (�always-takers�) or stay out of the labor fore (�never-

takers�). Given this response, we observe an aggregate inome replaement rate in the data, denoted by

r′, whih is omposed of the rate among ompliers, denoted by r′c, and a replaement rate for the rest of

the sample. Now, assume that we hange the environment only by o�ering the ompliers a higher inome

if they do not work. Sine working is ostly, there must exist r′′c < r′c suh that ompliers prefer reeiving

r′′c without working to reeiving r′c and working. Therefore, under monotoniity, in an equilibrium in whih

the mean partiipation rate does not hange when the shok ours, req (whih involves r′′c ) must be smaller

than the r′ that we atually observe (whih involves r′c). This imposes a lower bound on θb suh that

θb ∼= 1 + γ(r0−req)
1+γ(1−r0) ≥ 1 + γ(r0−r′)

1+γ(1−r0) .

Calibration Results. We begin by studying the impliations of a ommonly used equivalene sale � the

modi�ed OECD equivalene sale whih implies r0 = 0.67. Other widely used adult equivalene sales lead

to similar onlusions.

8

Combining widows and widowers in Panel B of Figure 4 yields an average post-shok

replaement rate of r′ = 0.665. Given the inrease in mean labor fore partiipation and using the bound

we derived above, these estimates imply that θb ≥ 1 and suggest that state dependene is negligible.

Next, we onsider model-based estimates for adult equivalene sales. In partiular, we use reent

estimates from Browning, Chiappori, and Lewbel (2013), whih o�er separate estimates for �indi�erene

sales� for men and women.

9

Sine widowers do not hange their mean partiipation rate when their wives

die, we an diretly observe their req. Reall from Panel B of Figure 4 that widowers experiene an atual

loss of 31% in household inome and hene for them req = 1−0.31 = 0.69. This implies that they are willing

to aept 69% of their pre-shok level of household inome to avoid inreasing their labor supply. Browning,

Chiappori, and Lewbel (2013) �nd that in households with equal sharing of inome among the two spouses,

the indi�erene sale for males is about 0.80. This suggests that for widowers r0 = 0.80 > req = 0.69 and

thus on average their labor disutility inreases when they lose their wives � that is, θb ∼= 1 + 0.11γ
1+0.20γ > 1.

For widows, who inrease their labor fore partiipation, we an reover a bound for state dependene using

Browning, Chiappori, and Lewbel's (2013) indi�erene ratio of 0.72. Reall from Panel B of Figure 4 that

for widows r′ = 1− 0.35 = 0.65. This implies a lower bound of θb ≥ 1 + 0.07γ
1+0.28γ > 1, whih suggests that on

average labor disutility likewise inreases for widows when they lose their husbands.

Appendix D: Proof of Lemma C1

In this setion we provide a proof for Lemma C1 in Appendix C. We begin with the baseline model and

8

For example, the square-root sale whih implies r0 = 0.71 (see, e.g., Cutler and Katz 1992 and OECD 2011). Note that

the impliit equivalene sale in the Danish Soial DI is approximately 0.65 and is 0.66 in the Old-Age Pension. See Setion 3

in the main text for institutional details.

9

Their notion of �indi�erene sales� is an individual-based version of equivalene sales, whih aims at identifying the

fration of the household's inome a member would need in order to buy a bundle of privately onsumed goods at market

pries that put him or her on the same indi�erene urve over goods that he or she attained as a member of the household.

Their method relies on reovering the onsumption demand funtions of individuals within a household based on a olletive

household model, whih they estimate by using the Canadian Survey of Family Expenditures.
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then provide a proof for the dynami model. Similar analysis an be onduted for the intensive-margin ase

and is available from the authors on request.

Stati Extensive Margin Model

Reall that V s(ys(lsw)) ≡ max us
w(c

s
w) + us

h(c
s
h) s.t. c

s
w + csw = ys(lsw), where y

s(lsw) ≡ A+ z̄sh × lsh + z̄w ×
lsw + Bs(lsw). Sine we are interested in analyzing steady-state equivalene sales we aount for transitory

labor inome shoks and later employ onditions under whih the sales we study are not sensitive to these

shoks. We deompose w's net labor inome, z̄w, into its permanent omponent, z̃w, and its transitory

omponent, ςw, suh that z̄w = z̃w + ςw and ys(lsw) = A+ z̄sh × lsh + (z̃w + ςw)× lsw + Bs(lsw).
Next, reall that w works when vsw < v̄sw ≡ V s(ys(1))− V s(ys(0)), where vgw = vw and vbw = θb × vgw. In

equilibria in whih w's partiipation rate in state g and in state b are the same it must be that v̄gw = v̄bw/θ
b
, or:

V g(yg(1))−V g(yg(0)) =
1

θb
{

V b(yb(1))− V b(yb(0))
}

. This implies a neessary ondition that the household

inome �ows � yg(0), yg(1), yb(0), and yb(1) � must satisfy when labor supply is unhanged aross states of

nature. In a steady state, this equality is insensitive to loal inome shoks. By equating the derivative of

both sides with respet to the transitory inome shok, ςw, we get the relationship

V g ′(yg(1)) =
1

θs
{

V b ′(yb(1))
}

. (18)

Let θu ≡ V b ′(yb(1))/V g ′(yb(1)) denote the hange in the marginal value of household inome, and let

γ ≡ −[V g ′′(yg(1))/V g ′(yg(1))]×yg(1) denote the household-level pre-shok relative risk aversion. A seond-

order expansion of the value funtion V b
on the right-hand side of (18) around yg(1) yields the result in

Lemma C1

θu(1 + γ(1− req)) ∼= θb, (19)

where req ≡ yb(1)/yg(1) is the steady state replaement rate that satis�es this relationship.

Dynami Searh Model

The notation and de�nitions we use here are desribed in Appendix A. To simplify the analysis we

assume two states of nature as in the baseline model, s ∈ {g, b}. Reall from Appendix A that csht(l
s
wt) +

cswt(l
s
wt) +At+1(l

s
wt) = At + yst (l

s
wt) and yst (l

s
wt) ≡ z̄sht × lsht + z̄wt × lswt +Bs(lswt). As in the baseline ase, we

deompose w's net labor inome, z̄wt, into its permanent omponent, z̃wt, and its transitory omponent, ςwt,

suh that z̄wt = z̃wt+ ςwt and yst (l
s
wt) = z̄sht× lsht +(z̃wt + ςwt)× lswt +Bs(lswt). For eah period in whih w is

not working de�ne the �ow onsumption utility at the optimal hoies as a funtion of the period's wealth

and inome by

Us(At, y
s
t (l

s
wt)) ≡ us

h(c
s∗
ht(l

s
wt)) + us

w(c
s∗
wt(l

s
wt)),

where

(es∗wt, c
s∗
ht
(lswt), c

s∗
wt(l

s
wt), A

∗
t+1

(lswt)) ≡ argmax
eswt,c

s
ht

,cswt,At+1







eswt

(

us
h
(cs

ht
(1)) + us

w(cswt(1)) +W s,1
t+1

(B, T, At+1(1))
)

+

(1− eswt)
(

us
h
(cs

ht
(0)) + us

w(cswt(0)) +W s,0
t+1

(B, T,At+1(0))
)

− κs
w(eswt)







.

We an, therefore, rewrite the �rst-order ondition for w's e�ort as

(

Us(At, y
s
t (1)) +W s,1

t+1(B, T,A∗

t+1(1)
)

−
(

Us(At, y
s
t (0)) +W s,0

t+1(B, T,A∗

t+1(0))
)

= κs
w

′(es∗wt). (20)

In equilibria in whih w's partiipation rate in state g and state b are the same it must be that eg∗wt = eb∗wt.

For a given period, whih we normalize to 0, de�ne θb ≡ κb ′(eb∗w0)/κ
g ′(eb∗w0), whih implies that

(

Ug(A0, y
g
0(1)) +W g,1

1 (B, T,A∗
1(1)

)

−
(

Ug(A0, y
g
0(0)) +W g,0

1 (B, T,A∗
1(0))

)

=

1

θb

{(

U b(A0, y
b
0(1)) +W b,1

1 (B, T,A∗
1(1)

)

−
(

U b(A0, y
s
0(0)) +W b,0

1 (B, T,A∗
1(0))

)}

.
(21)
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Di�erentiating both sides with respet to the transitory shok ςw0 yields Ug
y (A0, y

g
0(1)) =

1

θb
U b
y(A0, y

b
0(1)),

where Us
x is the partial derivative of Us

with respet to x. Let θu ≡ U b
y(A0, y

b
0(1))/U

g
y (A0, y

b
0(1)) denote

the hange in the marginal value of household inome, and let γ ≡ −[Ug
yy(A0, y

g
0(1))/U

g
y (A0, y

g
0(1))]× yg0(1)

denote the household-level pre-shok relative risk aversion. A seond-order expansion of the onsumption

�ow �value funtion� U b
around yg0(1) yields the result in Lemma C1

θu(1 + γ(1− req)) ∼= θb, (22)

where req ≡ yb0(1)/y
g
0(1) is the steady state replaement rate that satis�es this relationship.

Appendix E: Heterogeneity in θ
b

In this setion we return to our generalized partiipation model of Setions 2.2 and 6.2 in the text and provide

an approximated formula for the ase in whih the labor disutility state dependene is heterogeneous. Denote

the joint distribution of the vetor of w's labor disutility and labor disutility state dependene, (vw, θ
b), by

Γ(vw, θ
b), the marginal distribution of θb by K(θb), and the marginal distribution of vw by F (vw) as before.

In addition, denote the distribution of vw onditional on θb by Fθb(vw) and the orresponding probability

density funtion by fθb(vw). De�ne ys ≡ θsvw (where θg = 1 by normalization) and denote its distribution

by Gs(ys) for s ∈ {g, b} with a probability density funtion gs(ys). Using this notation, w works in state s
whenever ys < ȳs where

ȳs ≡ [us
h(c

s
h(1)) + us

w(c
s
w(1))]− [us

h(c
s
h(0)) + us

w(c
s
w(0))] .

It follows that we an rewrite the marginal bene�t in labor disutility terms as MB(bb) =

∣

∣

∣

∂ȳb

∂bb

∣

∣

∣
−

∣

∣

∣

∂ȳg

∂bg

∣

∣

∣

| ∂ȳg

∂bg |
. De�ne

partiipation by esw ≡ Gs(ȳs) and note that

∂ebw
∂bb = gb(ȳb)∂ȳ

b

∂bb . To ontinue, we would want to express gb(ȳb)

in terms of the marginal distribution of vw. Sine Gb(yb) =
´∞

0 k(θb)
[

´ yb/θb

0 fθb(vw)dvw

]

dθb we have that

gb(yb) =
´∞

0

[

fθb(y
σ

θb )
1
θb

]

k(θb)dθb = Eθb

[

fθb(y
σ

θb )
1
θb

]

. Next, onsider approximating gb(ȳb). De�ne µ(θb) ≡

fθb( ȳ
b

θb )
1
θb and take a �rst-order Taylor expansion around Eθb to get µ(θb) ∼= µ(Eθb) + µ′(Eθb)(θb − Eθb).

Hene, to a �rst approximation gb(ȳb) = Eθb

[

µ(θb)
]

∼= µ(Eθb) = fEθb( ȳb

Eθb )
1

Eθb . De�ne v̄
b
to be the value of

vw whih satis�es vwEθb = ȳb. This implies that gb(ȳb) ∼= 1
Eθb fEθb(v̄b) and hene that

∂ebw
∂bb

= gb(ȳb)∂ȳ
b

∂bb
∼=

1
Eθb fEθb(v̄b)∂ȳ

b

∂bb . If, for example, vw is distributed independently of θb, suh that fEθb(v̄b) = f(v̄b), a �rst-

order approximation of F in the threshold region (v̄gw, v̄
b
w) will yield the same approximated formula for

MB(bb) as in Proposition 2 in the main text where θb is replaed by its mean value, Eθb.

Appendix F: Impliations for Health-State Dependene of the Household's Pref-

erenes

In this setion we formalize the disussion in Setion 5.2 in the text on health-state dependene. Sine we

found the una�eted spouse's labor supply response to spousal health shoks to be on the intensive margin,

we refer to the intensive-margin model of the household behavior developed in Appendix B. We generalize

preferenes suh that eah spouse's preferenes in state s an be represented by the utility funtion Us
i (c

s
i , l

s
i ),

where csi and lsi are spouse i's onsumption and labor supply in state s, respetively. E�ieny requires the

marginal utility of h's onsumption,

∂Us
h

∂cs
h

, to equal w's marginal disutility of labor, −
∂Us

w

∂lsw

1
ww

. This is the

basi logi behind the welfare result for the intensive margin ase, whih implies that

(

∂Ub
h

∂cbi
−

∂Ug

h

∂cgi

)

/
∂Ug

h

∂cgi
=

(

∂Ub
w

∂lbw
−

∂Ug
w

∂lgw

)

/
∂Ug

w

∂lgw
. De�ne θu ≡

∂Ub
h

∂cb
h

/
∂Ug

h

∂cg
h

at cbh and θb ≡
∂Ub

w

∂lbw
/
∂Ug

w

∂lgw
at lbw to be the loal onsumption
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utility and labor disutility state dependene parameters, respetively. With onsumption-leisure separability

it follows that θuγ△ch
ch

+ θbϕ△lw
lw

∼= θb − θu, where γ ≡ −
∂2Ug

h
/∂(cgh)

2

∂Ug

h
/∂cg

h

cgh is h's risk aversion parameter,

ϕ ≡
∂2Ug

w/∂(lgw)2

∂Ug
w/∂lgw

lgw is the urvature of w's disutility from labor, and

△x
x ≡ xg

−xb

xg .

10

Sine we �nd that

△lw
lw

> 0, sine θu, θb, γ, ϕ > 0, and if

△ch
ch

> 0 due to the small inome loss the household experienes, it

must be that 0 < θuγ△ch
ch

+ θbϕ△lw
lw

∼= θb − θu. This implies that

θb

θu > 1, whih inludes the extreme ases

of θu = 1 with θb > 1 and θb = 1 with θu < 1. More generally, our results imply that labor disutility state

dependene is greater than the potential state dependene in the sik spouse's onsumption utility.

Appendix G: An Empirial Model of Labor Fore Partiipation

In this setion we estimate for spousal mortality shoks an empirial ounterpart to the theoretial model of

household labor fore partiipation in order to provide suggestive estimates for ε(ebw, b
b) and ε(egw, b

g). We

model w's partiipation suh that in the years before the event her deision is onditional on h's behavior.
Spei�ally, the inome h ontributes to the household � whether through transfers or through labor inome

� is pereived as non-labor inome in w's deision making.

11

We onstrain the sample to individuals who

are younger than 60 to avoid retirement transitions that are due to eligibility for early retirement bene�ts

and Soial Seurity.

Labor Fore Partiipation. We let w's labor supply depend on her potential wage if she deides to work,

on the potential transfers she would reeive if she deides not to work, as well as on her unearned inome.

Denote the partiipation deision and the latent index of spouse w in household i at time t in state s by

lsw,i,t and Isw,i,t, respetively. Then, l
s
w,i,t = 1 if Isw,i,t > 0 and lsw,i,t = 0 otherwise. We assume the following

linear form for the partiipation latent index

Isw,i,t = δ0 + δ1z
s
w,i,t + δ2b

s
w,i,t + δ3y

s
i,t + δ4wealthi,t + controls+ εsi,t, (23)

where

δ0 = δ00 + δ01treati + δ02posti,t + δ03treati × posti,t,

δk = δk0 + δk1treati × posti,t k = 1, ..., 4.

In this spei�ation zsw,i,t denotes w's potential labor inome in state s, bsw,i,t denotes her potential govern-

ment transfers if she deides not to work in state s, ysi,t denotes w's unearned inome as well as any inome

(earned or unearned) that is attributed to h before his death, and wealthi,t denotes the household's net

wealth. The oe�ients are allowed to freely hange aross states of nature, sine treati × posti,t is the

di�erenes-in-di�erenes interation variable. The ontrols inlude dummies for w's age, alendar year, and
muniipality of residene before the shok ours.

Wage Equations. Following Blundell, Chiappori, Magna, and Meghir (2007), we take the standard

human apital approah to wages and additionally allow for the relative pries of eduation to hange over

time. In partiular, we assume

12

zsw,i,t = π0t + π1teduci + π2teduc
2
i + π3genderi + π4agei,t

+π5local labormarketi,t + π6healthi,t + π7Xi,t + κs
i,t.

This assumes that wage o�ers are a funtion of alendar year, eduation (and its square), gender, age

indiators, loal labor market onditions (whih inlude muniipality �xed-e�ets and muniipality-level

10

This is ahieved by taking a Taylor expansion of θu
∂U

g
h

∂c
g
h

around cg
h
and of θb

∂Ug
w

∂l
g
w

around lgw.

11

This is a ommon pratie in the empirial literature on married women's labor fore partiipation (see, e.g., a review in

Keane, Todd, and Wolpin 2011) and is in-line with the sharing-rule representation of the olletive model (in Chiappori 1992).

12

For expositional reasons we use the notation that whenever the variable is multidimensional (e.g., agei,t, whih denotes a

omplete set of age dummies), the orresponding oe�ient is a vetor of the same dimension (e.g., π4 has as many entries as

the number of unique ages observed in our sample).

13



unemployment rate and average labor inome), health (urrent and lagged hospitalization), and additional

harateristis Xi,t in whih we inlude a dummy variable for whether the person is a native or an immigrant

and indiators for the number of hildren (of any age). The oe�ients on eduation are allowed to vary

over time. To aount for seletion into the labor fore in the imputation of wage o�ers, we employ the

(two-stage) Hekman (1979) orretion. The analysis is repeated separately for eah ombination of timing

(before/after the shok) and experimental group (treatment/ontrol).

Potential Transfers . In the same manner we need to impute the expeted potential government transfers

in the ase an individual hooses not to work. The labor-supply-dependent transfers are Soial Disability

Insurane (Soial DI) bene�ts, whih are awarded in Denmark for medial reasons as well as for soial reasons.

Reall that Soial DI is a state-wide means-tested program that is loally administered (at the muniipality

level). Hene, we model expeted bene�ts as a funtion of alendar year dummies (whih apture overall

national trends in bene�ts), muniipality �xed e�ets, and interations of muniipality dummies with year

dummies. The soure of variation we use to identify the e�et of potential transfers on partiipation is

within muniipalities over time sine we inlude muniipality and alendar year �xed e�ets as ontrols in

the partiipation equation (23). We also inlude deiles of gross wealth, liabilities, and home value sine

some portion of DI is asset-tested, as well as age dummies, gender, and health indiators (hospitalization

and lagged hospitalization). We use the following spei�ation

bsw,i,t = σ0t + σ1municipalityi + σ2municipalityi × yeari,t + σ3agei,t + σ4genderi + σ5healthi,t

+σ6grosswealthi,t + σ7liabilitiesi,t + σ8home valuei,t + ωs
i,t.

We estimate this equation using the sample of individuals that do not partiipate in the labor fore, separately

for di�erent ombinations of timing (before/after the shok) and experimental groups (treatment/ontrol).

In this way we onstrut the transfers an agent who deides not to work expets to reeive at time t in state

s.
Non-Labor Inome and Net-Wealth. We want a measure for non-labor inome that is exogenous to

other deisions suh as take-up of soial bene�ts (beyond diret government transfers that are aptured

by bsw,i,t), withdrawals from savings aounts, laims from private insurane poliies, et. Therefore, we

treat w's omponent of unearned inome ysi,t as endogenous (following Blundell, Chiappori, Magna, and

Meghir 2007), and use preditions based on redued-form projetions, whih we run for eah ombination of

timing and experimental group for the e�etive unearned inome on a series of pre-shok household eonomi

variables and harateristis.

13

We then onstrut non-labor inome ysi,t as the sum of h's inome and w's
predited non-labor inome. To aount for potential endogeneity in household-level net wealth (exluding

home value), we use pre-shok wealth levels as the right-hand side variable for wealth.

Stohasti Spei�ation and Estimation. We estimate the model as a probit and hene assume that

the error in the latent index, εsi,t, is normally distributed with unit variane. The partiipation equation is

estimated using the imputed wages, the expeted government bene�ts, the household-level non-labor inome,

pre-shok net wealth, and the additional ontrols (age, year, and muniipality dummies).

Elastiity Estimates

The estimation of the model above provides us with the following elastiities, evaluated at sample means:

ε(ebw, b
b) = −0.1937 with a on�dene interval of [-0.2031,-0.1842℄ and ε(egw, b

g) = −0.1409 with a on�dene

interval of [-0.1468,-0.1350℄. The estimate for their ratio is ε(ebw, b
b)/ε(egw, b

g) = 1.375 with a on�dene

interval of [1.292,1.457℄.

13

To improve the �t of this redued-form we inluded a rih set of preditors. These inlude age and year dummies as well

as their interation, deiles of pre-shok wealth, liabilities, and home value, pre-shok inome �ows from di�erent private and

soial soures available in the register-based data, oupation, employment and earnings history, health indiators, eduation,

ohort dummies, as well as gender and muniipality �xed e�ets.
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